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Internet of Things (IoTs) networks have wide ranging applications, where they are
deployed to improve the productivity and efficiency of various industries. They
will also help facilitate the creation of smart cities. IoTs networks contain sensor
devices that are responsible for monitoring or sampling an environment or targets.
The collected samples are then sent to a fusion center or cloud to be processed,
visualized and acted upon by network operators. For example, these samples or
information can indicate traffic congestion or pollution, which can then be used by
city planners to optimize traffic flows and volume in a smart city. To ensure high
sensing quality, these sensor devices must ensure target(s) remain monitored by a
sensor device. To this end, of interest to network operators is complete targets
coverage, whereby all targets in a sensing area are monitored by at least one sensor
device. This coverage requirement is especially important for applications such as
security and assets management, where sensor devices can be deployed strategically
to monitor entries or exits of a building or expensive items such as a painting.
Guaranteeing complete targets coverage involves a number of challenges. First,
there is likely to be coverage outage if sensor nodes have a higher energy expenditure
than their energy harvesting rate. Second, the energy arrivals at sensor nodes vary
over time and space. This has a direct impact on the choice of sensor nodes selected
to monitor targets. Moreover, the choice of sensor nodes may cause some of them to
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experience energy outage in future time slots. Also, the amount of harvested energy
and their frequency of activation will determine the number of samples collected by
a sensor node. Consequently, there is a need to optimize the energy used for targets
monitoring or sampling and data transmissions. Third, the number of set covers
used to monitor targets grows exponentially with the number of targets and sensor
nodes. A key problem is identifying the set covers used over time whilst ensuring
sensor nodes have sufficient time to replenish their battery and thus ensure long
coverage lifetime. Fourth, in order to construct set covers, a gateway/sink requires
the battery level information of sensor nodes, which it then uses to select those
sensor nodes with sufficient energy to be active for a given time period. However,
in practice, collecting battery level is expensive in large-scale IoT networks. Hence,
it is desirable to construct set covers using imperfect battery level information as
doing so minimizes communications cost.
To the end, in order to address the aforementioned challenges, this thesis con-
siders advances in energy harvesting technologies. In particular, it considers sensor
nodes that are charged by Radio Frequency (RF) signals emitted by one or more
Hybrid Access Points (HAPs). Given this system setup, this thesis addresses a
number of novel problems and contributes a number of solutions. It first proposes
a novel problem called Maximizing Data Collected for Complete Targets Coverage
(MDC-CTC) that involves computing a schedule comprising of the time used by a
HAP for charging, and the time used by sensor nodes for monitoring targets and
data upload. To address this problem, this thesis models it as a Linear Program
(LP) and uses it to determine the optimal schedule that maximizes the amount of
data collected by the HAP. In addition, it proposes a heuristic to generate a subset
of set covers for use by the LP in large scale networks. The simulation results show
that the amount of data collected by the HAP is proportional to the number of
sensor nodes or the HAP’s transmission power. Finally, the heuristic yields results
that are within 75% of the optimal result.
This thesis then considers multiple solar-powered HAPs that are responsible
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for charging and collecting data from sensor nodes. As these HAPs experience
time-varying energy arrivals and channel gains, they must optimize their transmit
power to ensure efficient energy delivery. This is in addition to the problem of
determining the active, sampling and transmission time of sensor nodes. To this
end, this thesis outlines a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) to optimize the
said quantities. In addition, two heuristic algorithms are proposed to solve large
problem instances. The results show that the heuristics achieve almost 97% of the
optimal result computed by the MILP.
The last contribution relates to the case where a HAP does not know the battery
level of sensor nodes. To this end, this thesis presents a number of approaches
to construct set covers without battery level or channel state information. It first
proposes a Two-Phase Algorithm (TPA) that requires sensor nodes to first determine
their probability of being active in each time slot. This information is then used
by the HAP to construct set covers. It then introduces learning approaches based
on Gibbs and Thompson sampling. The Gibbs sampling based algorithm or GB
allows a sink/gateway to learn the best set cover to use over time. Similarly, the
Thompson sampling solutions, namely TS-Random and TS-CB, construct set covers
iteratively based on the success probability of sensor nodes in monitoring targets.
The numerical results show that TS-CB converges to the optimal solution. GB
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As an emerging technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) has simplified and auto-
mated real-world tasks by monitoring and controlling various aspects of the physical
world [2]. In particular, IoT networks enable “anytime, anywhere, any media, any-
thing” communications [3]. Two fundamental components of IoT are the Internet
and things. Things can be an embedded system located on any physical objects [4].
They have a transceiver to transfer data over a network, and have one or more sen-
sors or/and actuators. These devices are further connected by a software platform
(middleware) [5] that helps collect and process information gathered by sensor de-
vices. This middleware also provides an interface to end users that are subscribed to
data published by devices [6]. As an example, an IoT network has been applied as
part of China’s South-to-North water diversion project [7], where more than 100,000
things (sensors) are installed along canals to monitor structural damage, water qual-
ity and flow rates. These sensors send their collected data to a cloud server through
a smart gateway, which would then allow an authority to analyze data of interest
and respond to any alerts through a web platform.
The usage of IoT is becoming pervasive and ubiquitous. In 2010, the number
1
1.1. Background
of Internet objects has surpassed the human population [2]. Machina research [8]
reported that the value of IoT was as high as $900 billion in 2014. By 2020, Cisco
predicts there will be 50 billion connected devices. The National Intelligence Council
(NIC) in [9] predicts that by 2025, Internet nodes can be embedded in everyday ob-
jects such as furniture, paper documents, and food packages. The annual economic
impact is estimated to be $2.7 trillion to $6.2 trillion.
The growth of IoT is not surprising given that its wide ranging applications.
Early deployments of IoT began with manufacturing industries to reduce human
involvement and labour costs [10]. However, IoT networks have since been used in
other industries such as transportation, logistics, healthcare and agriculture. For
example, in the health industry, there are now wearable health monitoring devices
such as Fitbit that collect vital signs that can be analysed or viewed on review on






• Flood forecasting and water savings [11] by a real-time
monitor of water flows and rapid changes.
• Acquire location information of wildlife to monitor their
movement and habitats [12].
• A volcano warning system to monitor and predict erup-
tions [13].
• Air and water pollution monitoring [14–16].
• Use probes to measure water quality and flow rate in
China’s south-to-north water diversion project [17].
Healthcare and
medical
• Remote health monitoring and emergency notification
system [18] and in-home healthcare services [19] that
allow intelligent medicine package.
• Battery powered prosthetic that converts muscle group
sensations into motor control [20].
• Wearable heart monitors [21].




Transportation Inter and intra-vehicular communications [23], smart parking
[24], smart traffic control [25], electronic toll collection [26],
and fleet management [27].
Agriculture Automatically control environmental condition such as tem-
perature, humidity, carbon dioxide concentration, take in-
formed decisions and minimise water wastes [28].
Military Chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive de-
tection [29].
Manufacturing
• Building automation tasks such as access control, light
and energy control are involved in smart manufacturing
[30].
• Reference [31] predicts that IoT will generate $12 tril-
lion by 2030.
• Production flow monitoring and equipment remote [32].
Table 1.1: Example applications of IoT in different industries.
Sensor nodes operating in IoT networks have components for sensing, processing,
communication, data and energy storage [33]. Each sensor node can have one or
more sensors that it uses to collect information such as speed of a vehicle, sound,
temperature and humidity of an environment [34]. The collected data can then
be processed by a micro-controller. For example, a sensor can first aggregate data
before sending it to a sink or gateway [35]. A sensor node can be equipped with one
or more transceivers. Possible transceiver choices include Radio Frequency (RF),
laser and infrared [36]. Table 1.2 gives examples of some common sensor nodes




























Table 1.2: Sensor nodes platforms.
Energy provisioning is a key issue in wireless sensor networks [38]. To this end,
in order to prolong the lifetime of sensor nodes, they are usually equipped with an
energy harvesting unit. This allows them to harvest energy from sources such as
kinetic energy, radiant energy, bio-chemical energy and thermal energy [33]. Kinetic
energy is harvested from the motion of objects such as vibrations, air and water
flows, and human and animal motion. Radiant energy is carried by electromagnetic
radiations such as visible light. Table 1.4 compares different energy sources.
Recently, Radio Frequency (RF) charging has received considerable attention [51,
52]. Energy is carried by signals operating in frequency ranges from 3 kHz to 300
GHz [51]. Advantageously, these signals are ubiquitous in urban environments;
e.g., television broadcasts and cellular communications are common examples [53].
RF energy transfer has an effective transfer distance from several meters to sev-
eral kilometres. Therefore, it is suitable for powering devices distributed in a wide
area. An example platform is [54], where the authors demonstrated a sensor node
prototype equipped with a camera that is powered by the transmissions of access
points. Another example is the commercial RF-energy harvesters sold by Powercast








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in [56], Shigeta et al. report a sensor device that is capable of harvesting television
signals transmitted at 540 MHz.
Given the advances in RF charging, research into Wireless Powered Communi-
cation Networks (WPCNs) has become popular [57]. In a WPCN, there is a Hybrid
Access Point (HAP) that is responsible for charging devices as well as collect data
from these devices. Compared with ambient sources, the HAP serves as a dedicated
energy source that can supply energy to devices periodically and in an on-demand
basis. From Figure 1.1, we see a HAP that is responsible for charging two RF-
energy harvesting devices. In particular, these devices can be equipped with a time
switching architecture [58] where they could first harvest energy from the HAP for
some time period before transmitting their data to the HAP in an assigned time
slot. Alternatively, these devices could be equipped with a power splitting architec-
ture [59] where some portion of the received power is converted to energy. Given
the said architecture, a number of works have aimed to improve the sum-rate at the
HAP [51]. These approaches include optimizing the time used to harvest energy [60]
or a relay [61], equipping the HAP with a full duplex radio [62] or Multi-Input Multi-




Figure 1.1: An example WPCN.
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1.2 Problem Space and Motivation
Coverage is an important performance metric when deploying an IoT network or
WSNs. It measures how well sensors in a network observe their environment. There
are three coverage types in sensor networks [63]: point (target), area and barrier.
In point coverage problems [64], sensor nodes are deployed at desired locations or
scattered randomly to watch a set of discrete points. These points can be used
to model some physical targets such as missile launchers in a battlefield. In area
coverage problems [65], the goal is to cover every point in the whole area. On
the other hand, barrier coverage problems [66] focus on constructing a barrier for
intrusion detection.
This thesis is concerned with complete targets coverage. That is, for a given
time, we require all targets to be monitored by at least one sensor node. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.2. In each time slot, we see a subset of sensor nodes being
activated to monitor targets. Observe that the so called set cover activated in each
time slot ensures complete targets coverage. In general, we see that sensor nodes
are partitioned into different sets. For example, sensor node B belongs to the so
called set cover {B,C}, {A,B,E} and {B,D}. Note that in general determining
the minimum number of set covers used to monitor all targets is an NP-complete
problem [67]. When a sensor node is not active, it conserves energy. Otherwise,
sensor nodes sample one or more targets, e.g., collect an image, and send their
samples to a sink/gateway. For example, when set cover {B,C} or sensor node B
and C are monitoring targets, node D and E conserve their energy.
The above example raises a number of research questions:
1. How are set covers formed and activated over time? This question is impor-
tant as there are potentially exponentially many set covers. Also, the sequence
of set covers used over time will have an impact on complete targets coverage
lifetime. In particular, as sensor nodes have a finite amount of energy, activat-
ing them too frequently may prevent them from being activated in future time
9
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Figure 1.2: An example of complete targets coverage with three starred targets and
five sensor nodes.
slots. Apart from that, a challenging issue is that a sink/gateway requires the
battery level information of sensor nodes in order to form set covers. This is
critical to ensure active sensor nodes are able to provide complete targets cov-
erage. In other words, how does a sink/gateway activate set covers if it only
has causal battery level information of sensor nodes? This question is sig-
nificant because it considers a practical aspect in that a gateway/sink is not
required to collect energy level information from sensor devices or determine
the distribution of energy arrivals at sensor devices.
2. How do we maximize the amount of data collected and uploaded by sensor nodes
to a gateway? When a sensor node monitors target(s), it generates samples
or data. The amount of data generated by a sensor node is proportional to
its active time and available energy. Moreover, any sampled data must be
uploaded to a sink/gateway. Hence, each sensor node must be allocated an
upload time and also has sufficient energy to upload all collected data.
10
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3. How to deliver energy to sensor nodes to ensure complete targets coverage? As
mentioned earlier, sensor nodes have limited energy. Although they have en-
ergy harvesting capability, they must ensure energy neutral operation, whereby
their energy expenditure must be less than the amount of harvested energy [68].
A challenging issue is that the channel from a HAP to a sensor node varies
over time. This impacts the amount of energy received by a sensor node and
its ability to monitor target(s). Apart from that, a HAP may have energy
limitation. Hence, a key problem is determining how it should set its transmit
power given varying channel condition to facilitate complete targets coverage.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis aims to address the said research questions and outline a number of novel
problems and solutions. The main contributions are detailed as follows.
1.3.1 Data Collection and Complete Targets Coverage
To address the second and third research question, this thesis considers a charge-
sample-transmit process in a WPCN. The goal is to determine the optimal HAP
charging time, active duration of set covers or sensor nodes, and the data upload
time of each sensor node. Referring to Figure 1.3, time is divided into slots. Each
slot consists of multiple time periods: charge, sample and upload. The charge phase
is used by the HAP to supply energy to sensor nodes. A key issue in this phase is
that sensor nodes receive varying amounts of energy due to different channel gains.
In the sample phase, one or more set covers, and their corresponding sensor nodes,
are activated to monitor targets. The active duration of sensor nodes is a function
of their available energy. In the last time period, i.e., upload, sensor nodes send
their sensed data to the HAP in its allocated time slot. The amount of data to
be transmitted is determined by their active duration. In order to maximize the
amount of data collected by the HAP, it need to size each period accordingly and
11
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also determine the set of sensor nodes that are responsible for monitoring targets.
Figure 1.3: Monitoring two targets (star) with three sensor nodes. There are two
set covers: {S1, S3} and {S2}.
The thesis first proposes a Linear Program (LP) with an objective of maximizing
the amount of data collected by the HAP over a given time period. A key challenge is
that in order to derive the optimal schedule, the LP requires an exhaustive collection
of set covers for a given problem instance. This means the LP is computationally
intractable for large-scale IoT. To this end, in Chapter 3 proposes a heuristic called
PickN to generate a subset of set covers for use by the LP. Specifically, it constructs
set covers by greedily including sensor nodes that are nearest to the HAP. Critically,
PickN reduces the computation time of the LP significantly and generates results
that are within 80% of the optimal amount of data sent to the HAP.
1.3.2 Data Collection and Complete Targets Coverage in
Solar-Powered WPCNs
A key limitation of the previous work is that it assumes the HAP has unlimited
energy source and a fixed transmission power. However, future IoT are likely to be
solar powered. Another limitation is that it assumes devices have a linear conversion
rate. Figure 1.4 shows an example where two solar-powered HAPs charge two sensor
12
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devices. A key issue here is the amount of energy used to charge Energy Harvesting
(EH) devices. In particular, the amount of data uploaded by sensor devices is
a function of their harvested RF energy. Sensor devices send their data to their










Figure 1.4: Wireless powered network with two HAPs, two EH devices A and B,
and two starred targets. Both HAPs are solar powered. The line colors correspond
to each phase of a frame.
In the above system setup, the main problem is optimizing the sampling and
upload time of devices and also the transmit power used by solar-powered HAPs.
Another challenging aspect is that EH devices have non-linear energy conversion
process. To this end, this thesis outlines a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)
that considers energy expenditure due to charging at HAPs and the amount of
energy spent by devices for sensing and data upload. Using the MILP, this thesis
studies the optimal transmission power of HAPs, active time of set covers, and data
upload time of each device. The MILP, however, requires an exhaustive collection of
set covers; each of which provides complete target coverage. This means the MILP
can only be used to derive the optimal schedule for small-scale networks. To this
end, two heuristics are outlined to generate a subset of set covers according to the
distance between an EH device and an HAP. Advantageously, they minimize energy
13
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wastage by forming set covers that contain devices with a similar energy level or
distance to one or more HAPs. This thesis studies varying number of EH devices and
HAPs on the total number of samples collected by HAPs. The results show that the
proposed heuristic reduces the run time of the MILP significantly. Advantageously,
it achieves almost 97% of the optimal total amount of data collected by HAPs.
1.3.3 Stochastic Complete Targets Coverage
In order to determine which nodes to activate, the HAP requires the energy level
information of each device. This information then allows it to form set covers. An
example is shown in Figure 1.5; the nodes are powered by a HAP, which has no
energy constraint. After charging sensor nodes, the HAP selects one or more sensor
nodes to monitor targets. That is, if it has the battery/energy level information of
sensor devices, then it could use this information to select sensor nodes that have
sufficient energy to monitor targets for a given period of time. However, in prac-
tice, it is expensive to collect this information from all sensor nodes. Moreover,
energy that could have been used to monitor targets are now spent on communi-
cations. Hence, a key problem here is forming the set covers with only imperfect
energy/battery level information.
Henceforth, this thesis proposes learning approaches that allow the HAP to con-
struct set covers based on historical information. These approaches aim to maximize
the expected number of time slots in which there is complete targets coverage. It
proposes three approaches that are run by the HAP. The first approach, called Two-
Phase Algorithm (TPA), requires the sensor nodes to first measure their probability
of being active in each time slot. This information is then used by the HAP to con-
struct set covers. The second solution is based on Thompson Sampling (TS) [69].
This thesis proposes two versions: TS-Random and TS Cluster Base (CB). TS-
Random iterates over each sensor node and uses its past activation probability to














Figure 1.5: A RF-energy harvesting network with one HAP, four sensor nodes and
two targets (?). The HAP is responsible for charging sensor nodes. In each slot, the
HAP activates different set of nodes to monitor both targets.
Random where it considers groups of sensor nodes that are monitoring each target.
Lastly, it presents a solution based on Gibbs sampling [70] or GB, that samples a
collection of set covers.
The results show that TS-CB improves the complete coverage time by 20%-
80% as compared to TPA. TPA cannot tolerate nodes failure and therefore has the
worst performance. Using GB, the complete coverage ratio is 10% more than TS-CB
initially but becomes similar to or less than that of TS-CB with time. In general, the
coverage ratio computed by TS-Random and GB are similar. However, TS-Random
performs better than GB when the HAP uses a short charging time.
1.4 Publications
The works in this thesis have resulted in the following publications:
1. C.Y Li, K-W Chin and C.L Yang. On Complete Targets Coverage in RF-
Harvesting Internet of Things Networks, IEEE Communications Letters, vol.
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23, No. 5 May, pp. 922-925, 2019.
2. C.Y Li, K-W Chin and C.L Yang.Complete Targets Coverage in Radio Fre-
quency and Solar-Powered Sensor Networks, IEEE Systems Journal, June,
2020. Accepted, available online.
3. C.Y Li, K-W Chin and C.L Yang. Learning Algorithms for Complete Targets
Coverage in RF-Energy Harvesting Networks, IEEE Transactions on Vehicular
Technology, 2020. Under Review.
1.5 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis has the following structure:
1. Chapter 2. This chapter contains a survey of previous studies on coverage and
energy harvesting problems.
2. Chapter 3. This chapter outlines a problem that involves charging of sensor
devices, setting their sampling and transmission time. It outlines a LP and a
heuristic called PickN to solve the problem.
3. Chapter 4. This chapter extends the previous problem whereby it considers
multiple solar powered HAPs and non-linear energy conversion efficiency. The
problem is modeled as a MILP. It also presents two heuristics for the problem
at hand.
4. Chapter 5. This contains the last problem, whereby the HAP aims to construct
set covers using only causal information of battery level at sensor devices. It
outlines three learning approaches that allow the HAP to iteratively determine
the membership of a set cover that maximizes the expected coverage lifetime.
5. Chapter 6. This chapter concludes the thesis, and provides a summary of key




This chapter will discuss coverage works that involve energy harvesting sensor nodes.
It will omit works that consider sensor nodes with finite or non-rechargeable battery.
Interested readers are referred to [63, 71]. In general, works that consider energy
harvesting sensor nodes and coverage can be organized as per the following questions:
• How to schedule active set covers over time such that they can maintain a
certain coverage level? The works that consider this question are discussed in
Section 2.2. A key challenge is how to allow nodes to recharge and to form set
cover with imperfect battery level.
• How to schedule the upload of data from sensor nodes? Section 2.3 discusses
works that maintain a path to a sink that they use to forward their data. In
this case, these works must ensure there is coverage quality as well as ensure
nodes on the path have energy to forward any sensed data.
• How to deliver energy to the sensor nodes to improve coverage? There are
mainly two types of energy sources, i.e., ambient energy and dedicated RF
energy [52]. This is discussed in Section 2.1 and 2.4, where they consider
nodes deployment strategies and coverage-aware charging algorithms.
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2.1 Coverage-aware deployment algorithm
Deployment strategies of sensor nodes impacts on coverage performance. In this
section, a number of works on node deployment are discussed.
In [72], the authors aim to deploy the minimum number of sensor nodes such
that the number of samples collected for each target is above a given threshold. On
the other hand, reference [73] considers simultaneous RF EH sensor placement and
scheduling. The objective is to maximize the sum of detection rates over all PoIs.
An interesting work is [74]. The authors consider deploying solar-powered insecti-
cide lamp on a farm. They partition the farm into different regions and formula
a quadratic assignment problem, and propose two genetic algorithm algorithms to
deployment the lamps with the goal of minimizing deployment cost.
The work in [75–77] considers complete target coverage and connectivity. Specif-
ically, in [75], the minimum energy harvesting node placement problem aims to de-
termine the locations to place the minimal number of solar energy harvesting nodes.
The key challenge is that sensor nodes have varying energy harvesting rates afforded
by different locations. The authors model the problem as a MILP considering all
subsets of locations.
The system in [76] has directional sensor nodes, where the work extends the
problem in [75] to consider not only the number of placed sensors but also devices
cost. Hence the problem of this work is to decide sites to deploy sensing and relay
nodes, and their solar panel size. The designed deployment protocol must satisfy
coverage requirement of each target, and all sensors are connected to the base station.
The problem is formulated as MILP and proved to be NP-hard.
The study in [77] utilizes a wireless mobile charger to achieve perpetual full target
coverage. The problem of deciding the fewest node deployment subject to energy
capacity and vacation time ratio lower limit of the mobile charger is formulated
as MILP and proved to be NP-hard. To solve this problem, the energy-bounded
minimum-cost deployment algorithm first constructs a solution with minimum en-
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ergy consumption and maximum vacation time of the charger. Then reduce deployed
sensors under limited charger capacity. In a different study, the work in [78] uses
deep reinforcement learning to guide the sampling locations of robotic sensor nodes.
The goal is to construct a model that minimizes field estimation error and maximizes
information gain.
In [79], the authors consider multiple mobile chargers grouped into two hierarchi-
cal groups. In particular, they consider mobile chargers that collaboratively transfer
energy to one another. Mobile chargers at one level transfer to those in lower levels
of the hierarchy. Those at the lowest hierarchy transfer energy to sensor nodes. The
work in [80] considers an area where the number of targets changes over time. The
authors outline an algorithm that plans the trajectory a mobile charger where it
replenishes sensor nodes with low energy whilst ensuring a grid cell has sufficient
coverage. Similarly, the authors of [81] use a mobile charger to deliver energy. They
propose heuristic algorithms that use the battery level of sensor nodes.
2.2 Node scheduling algorithms
This section presents prior works that aim to form set covers over time. Different
from coverage problems in conventional sensor networks where nodes have a finite
battery, a key issue is coping with the dynamic battery level of sensor nodes. Sec-
tion 2.2.1 presents works on sleep scheduling algorithms that aim to ensure sensor
nodes have energy neutral operation. That is, sensor nodes must not expend more
than their harvested energy [82]. Then Section 2.2.2 considers devices that have
adjustable sensing or transmission range, or perform sensing or relaying tasks. The
works in Section 2.2.3 consider mobile sensor nodes that charge sensor nodes that
are providing coverage. The focus of these works is to plan the trajectory of these
mobile sensor nodes.
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2.2.1 Sleep Scheduling
In this section, all works consider a homogeneous WSN where sensor nodes have
the same sensing and communication capabilities. Therefore, their key idea is to
turn off as many sensor nodes as possible in order to conserve energy whist ensuring
coverage requirement.
The first work that considers complete targets coverage and Energy Harvesting
(EH) nodes is [83]. It addresses the Maximum Lifetime Coverage (MLC) problem,
which is to maximize network lifetime whilst ensuring all targets are covered by at
least one sensor node. The main objective is to determine the set cover and their
corresponding active time. Note, the problem to decide the minimum number of
sensor nodes is NP-hard [67]. In [83], the authors design a Linear Program (LP)
solution to minimize the energy consumption of each sensor node. In addition, they
propose a Maximize Utility Algorithm (MUA) to minimize energy wastage. The
main idea is to maximize the number of nodes that are recharging. For each target,
it activates the node with maximal residual energy until the active node exhausts
its energy or a non-active node has a full battery.
The work in [84] addresses the MLC problem using a distributed protocol. Sensor
nodes aim to form a minimum set cover using local information of neighbours within
a communication range. Time is divided into equal rounds, and each round has a
reshuffle and sensing phase. In the reshuffle phase, sensor nodes first exchange
their battery and targets information with neighbours. Based on this information,
sensor nodes perform an eligibility test to decide whether they should sleep. To be
more specific, sensor nodes with a smaller amount of energy will enter sleep mode
first followed by those a higher energy level. In addition, the authors propose an
algorithm called Maximum Energy Protection (MEP) to replace a on-duty sensor
node with one that has a higher energy level. In a different work, Zheng et al. [85]
consider sensor nodes as autonomous agents and a game theory solution to adapt
their sleep cycle to temporal and spatial dependent energy harvesting rates and
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targets distribution. They aim to provide continuous target coverage under unknown
environment.
A key challenge is knowing the amount of energy that arrives in future time
slots. Specifically, sensor nodes have random recharging rates and therefore varying
battery levels over time [86]. To deal with imperfect battery knowledge at the sink,
reference [87] presents a two-stage stochastic program based algorithm with the goal
of minimizing the total activation time of sensor nodes. The study in [87] assumes
that sensor nodes have random recharging rates and non-recharging batteries. The
first stage schedules the active set covers based on nodes staled energy information.
The objective is to minimize the expected energy recourse due to the use of non-
rechargeable batteries. In the second stage, it considers nodes current energy level
and discourages the use of nodes which draw energy from their energy reserve.
Based on the work in [83], the authors of [88] consider battery recovery of sensor
nodes. To be more specific, a battery can be replenished by itself if it is idle for
a sufficient duration. The recovery capability is modeled using a Markov method.
They propose a solution whereby sensor nodes are forced into sleep mode after being
active for some time.
In an energy harvesting system some sensor nodes may have surplus energy.
To this end, the authors of reference [89] investigate the benefits of energy sharing
among nodes. It aims to maximize the time with complete coverage over a fixed
period. It assumes sensor nodes harvest energy from the environment as well as
from the RF signals of their neighbours. In particular, sensor nodes have varying
recharging rates and can share energy with each other. The problem is to determine
how much energy to share or their transmission power. The authors use a Mixed
Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) to find active nodes in each time slot and
how much energy they should transfer. In addition, they propose a heuristic that
selects nodes with surplus energy to charge those that lack energy.
In [90], sensors are grouped into clusters based on their geographical location.
A key observation is that sensor nodes that belong to the same cluster have similar
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data. Hence, sensor nodes in the same cluster can help provide redundant transmis-
sions to recover from packet errors. Ko et al. [90] therefore aim to balance energy
efficiency transmissions and degradation due to transmission errors. The problem is
formulated as a LP with an objective of minimizing the average energy consumption
of devices. The main constraint is to ensure average targets monitoring probability.
A hybrid network consists of both non-rechargeable and rechargeable sensor
nodes [91]. For each target, all sensors are divided into three priority sets, from
high to low. These sets consist of sensor nodes that can cover a target, rechargeable
sensors that cannot cover a target, and non-rechargeable sensors that cannot cover
the target. In each time slot, the scheme proposed in [91] selects a sensor node for
each target from its available higher priority set.
Xiong et al. [92] consider uneven charging rates of sensor nodes and consider
minimizing coverage breach caused by energy outage. They propose heuristics that
greedily select the sensor with the largest utility to form set covers. The proposed
utility function has three versions. In the first version, it is purely based on a
sensor’s contribution to coverage level. In the second version, it involves contribution
and current energy level. In the last version, it takes contribution and predicted
energy level in the future into account. At last, the redundancy removal algorithm
is proposed to remove the node with smallest utility each step until the coverage
requirement cannot be met.
Liao et al. [93] consider a Probabilistic Sensing Model (PSM) and solar-powered
sensor nodes. They consider targets with different importance, and schedule sensor
nodes to cooperatively monitor a target. The aim is to ensure a high sensing quality.
In particular, the detection probability of a target is a function of its distance from
the sensor. They propose a centralized and a distributed algorithm. In the proposed
centralized solution, there are two phases: initialization and scheduling. In the
network initialization phase, the base station first decides sensor nodes duty cycle
which equals to the ratio between recharging rate and energy consumption rate. In
addition, it calculates the detection probability of each sensor node to each target.
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In the schedule phase, the base station schedules the sensor node that contributes
most to the target with the minimal Quality of Monitoring (QoM). In the distributed
algorithm, a sensor node only activates when it improves the quality of monitoring
most among neighbours. In [94], the authors also consider a PSM whereby the
aim to maximize the expected coverage. They present an algorithm that considers
the number of sensor nodes that are able to monitor targets; so called redundant
coverage degree. The algorithm then considers the said coverage degree and the
energy level of nodes to maximize the expected coverage in a given area.
Table 2.1 summarizes the aforementioned works. We see that references [83–
85, 88, 89] focus on prolonging coverage lifetime. Unlike works on conventional
WSNs, which aim to minimize the total energy consummation of sensor nodes, EH
WSNs also take recharging opportunities into account. In [90], they aim to tradeoff
between coverage quality and energy consumption. Lastly, some works such as
[85, 87, 88] have considered imperfect battery level knowledge or properties.
Events capture
The works in this section aim to improve event capture probabilities. The algorithm
in [95] aims to guarantee detection probability in a given area. The proposed node
selection algorithm gives priority to sensor nodes with higher residual energy or
recharging rate to be activated. It activates a sensor node with the highest priority
until it satisfies a given detection probability. In [96] the authors aim to detect
multiple events using sensors placed in a given area. Specifically, they formulate
a multi-objective optimization problem whereby the aim is to maximize the events
detection rate in all monitored areas.
Reference [97] studies dynamic activation of nodes to maximize the utility of a
network. In particular, system utility is defined as the probability that the event
happened at the target can be detected by active sensors. A key challenge, however,
is to estimate the energy to be harvested in the future. To solve this problem, they
model it as Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and approach a Greedy Hill-Climbing
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Table 2.1: A comparison of sleep scheduling works that consider target coverage.
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Activation Scheme. It repeats the step of selecting a node in order to maximize the
incremental utility until all sensors are scheduled.
Dai et al. in [98] and [99] consider stochastic event capture. The aim is to
maximize the overall QoM and can be expressed as a sub-modular function. In [100],
the authors use a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to control when it becomes active
to capture an event. In addition, they also consider using a Partial Observable MDP
(POMDP) whereby a sensor only has information about a target when it is active.
Similarly, in [101], the authors equip each sensor node with a learning automaton
to control their duty cycle. In [102], the authors consider QoM whereby events
arrive according to a known probability distribution. This information is then used
to select sensors that are monitoring events and also those that are charged by a
mobile charger. Similarly in [103], the authors consider planning the trajectory of
a mobile charger and also the fact that it is unnecessary to charge multiple sensor
nodes that are monitoring the same target.
Area coverage
The work [65, 104] considers area coverage. Reference [104] proposes a two-stage
sleep scheduling algorithm for solar powered networks. Sensors are clustered into
groups to meet a given area coverage ratio in the first stage. In the second stage,
the proposed Q learning-based active node selection algorithm calculates the accu-
mulative rewards and makes adjustment. The reward is decided by nodes’ residual
energy, recharging frequency of nodes and the solar radiation.
The authors of [65] consider that the sensing area is divided into blocks and
have different importance. They aim to determine the connected set cover over time
such that the coverage quality is maximized. The work in [91] and [92] propose a
confident information coverage model instead of the simplistic disc coverage model
used in most works. These works consider the fact that sensor nodes may not sample
the true attribute value of physical phenomena. Therefore, the proposed algorithms
only consider sensor nodes with an estimate error that is no greater than a given
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quality requirement.
The work in [105] considers a tree topology comprising of energy harvesting
sensor nodes. In addition, these sensor nodes are able to aggregate data, which
helps reduce the number of packets in the network. In this setup, the problem at
hand is to select sensor nodes that have sufficient energy to aggregate data and also
ensure there a minimum number of sensor nodes monitoring a target.
2.2.2 Sensing or transmission range
Some works consider sensor nodes with an adjustable sensing or transmission range,
or perform different tasks. For example, the authors of [106] consider the variable-
power sensor nodes; e.g., radar sensors, which can modulate their sensing range with
varying operating power. They propose a perpetual target coverage (PTC) problem
which aims to use the minimum amount of energy to provide continuous coverage of
all targets. A key problem is to decide the active nodes and their operating power
at each slot in order to minimize the total energy consumption. This NP-complete
problem is solved by first assigning each sensor a particular operating power in each
iteration. After that, the proposed algorithm activates the sensor cover with the
minimum sum power until one of the sensors runs out of energy.
Directional sensor nodes in [107] have limited sensing angle. This work discusses
the fault tolerance mechanism of set covers for extending lifetime. The authors
introduce an energy efficient fault-tolerant target coverage problem with the goal
of generating maximum number of set covers with a given overlap upper bound.
The problem is modeled as ILP and has an exponential growth computational cost.
Therefore, the authors design a sensor oriented heuristic and a target oriented heuris-
tic as sub-optimal solutions.By the sensor oriented heuristic, it greedily adds the
sensor that monitors maximum number of uncovered target. In the target oriented
heuristic, it selects a node to cover the critical target first.
Different from most existing works, sensors in [108] and [109] consider the barrier
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coverage problem using a PSM. Specifically, the detecting probability of a sensor
decreases when its distance from a target increases. Dong et al. aim to maximize
the boundary surveillance quality of the weakest space time point which has the
minimal quality. In [108], the authors propose the Maximizing Surveillance Quality
(MSQ) algorithm schedules for solar-powered sensor nodes. Moreover, they consider
cooperative sensing as they adopt PSM. In particular, they seek to identify time
and space that has the weakest surveillance quality. Moreover, they consider barrier
coverage during nighttime. Thus, sensor nodes must conserve their energy during
daytime. The work in [109] considers intruder detection where the authors aim to
schedule as many sensor nodes as possible to improve detection probability. They
also consider varying sensing range and ensuring energy neutral operation.
2.2.3 Mobile sensor nodes
This section presents works that have mobile sensor nodes. Their aim involves
trajectory planning of these sensor nodes. At a high level, in [110], rechargeable
nodes move to watch uncovered targets. On other hand, in [111–114], sensor nodes
move to a position that provides recharging opportunities.
The work in [110] aims to extend network lifetime with complete targets cover-
age with both static non-rechargeable sensor nodes and mobile rechargeable sensor
nodes. In particular, the mobile sensor nodes are used to heal coverage hole. As-
sume one subset of sensor nodes activates in each discrete time slot. When there
is sensor node fail to activate, the rechargeable sensor nodes relocate around the
uncovered target. The authors address a two-phase lifetime-enhancing method for
this problem. In the first phase, mobile sensor nodes move to desired position with
minimum movement energy cost to heal coverage holes. The second phase is to form
sensor nodes into disjoint minimum set covers with goal of maximizing recharging
opportunities.
In [111], the authors present a solar energy prediction model for each point on the
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Literature EH Technique Objective Coverage types
[110] Ambient Minimize move-
ment
Complete target coverage
[111] solar Minimum set
cover
Area coverage






[113] Solar Minimum set
cover
Target coverage
[114] N/A Maximize detec-
tion over lifetime
Event detection
Table 2.2: A comparison of works on sensor nodes movement schedule.
sensing field. Their aim is to use the minimum number of sensor nodes to achieve full
area coverage for a fixed length of time. Each sensor node is able to cover one grid
on the sensing field, and can replenish its energy by moving to high power generation
point. The network in [112] consists of both static and mobile sensor nodes. Mobile
sensor nodes are equipped with a solar panel, and are able transmit their harvested
solar energy to static sensor nodes. The objective is to schedule the movement of
nodes such that the full area coverage lifetime is maximized. Mobile nodes are first
deployed to cover areas without static nodes. Then they decide whether to operate
in coverage or free mode according to their residual energy. When a node switches
from coverage to free mode, it exchanges position with a free mode node.
Reference [114] uses Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to perform coverage.
Each UAV adopt a patrolling strategy which is consist of the exploration phase and
the recharging phase. During the exploration phase, the UAV patrols the sensing
field, and plans a returning trajectory from its current position to the recharging
station. In the recharging phase, the UAV stays at the recharging station until full
battery. In a different work, the authors of [113] consider sensor nodes that are
deployed on a body of water. In particular, they optimize the position of sensor
nodes according to environmental factors such as water current and wind.
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2.3 Connected coverage algorithms
In addition to coverage, the following works consider connectivity to a fusion center
or sink [71]. This means each active sensor node must have a path to forward its
sensed data to the sink.
DeWitt et al. aim to provide k-barrier coverage in [66, 115]. Their solution
maintains at least k disjoint paths from the source node to the sink. In [115], the
authors analysis the upper bound of the maximum continuous coverage lifetime.
After that, they present an exact solution for this k-barrier maximum continuous
coverage problem in [66]. The proposed algorithm calculates the maximum num-
ber of disjoint paths in the network and assign each path a schedule. The works
in [116] introduce a Maximum Lifetime Coverage and Connectivity (MLCC) prob-
lem. Specifically, the objective is to extend network lifetime whilst ensuring target
coverage quality and network connectivity. The goal is to determine the set cover
and their working time. The authors generate an exhaustive collection of set covers
which provide complete target coverage and form a connected network. Then use
a LP solver to derive the minimum activation time of sensor nodes subject to en-
ergy constraint and flow conservation. Moreover, it presents an energy conservation
heuristic to maximize recharging opportunities and reduce the exponential growth
computation cost of LP. The heuristic first forms a target coverage set cover Cg by
putting nodes with minimal residual energy to sleep until any targets is not mon-
itored. Then it finds the shortest path for each node in Cg. In a different work,
reference [117] proposes distributed algorithm that ensures targets are covered by a
sensor node and also ensure there is connectivity to a sink. A key difference to the
work in [116] is that they ensure targets are monitored with a given frequency.
The work in [118, 119] considers perfect area coverage for event detection and
connectivity. Here, perfect area coverage means that each point in the sensing area
is monitored by at least one sensor node continuously. In [118],the authors propose
a distributed sleep algorithm that requires no time-synchronized of sensor nodes.
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Each sensor node is in one of four states, i.e., sponsored, sponsoring, passive, and
seeking state. Sensor nodes exchange their information with their neighbours at the
start and are all in passive state. A node is sponsored and can go to sleep only when
its sensing area can be fully covered by its neighbours. A seeking node becomes a
sponsored node when it finds one of its neighbouring node willing to sponsor it. In
[119], the authors also take detection relay into consideration. They aim to ensure
that active nodes forward their sampled data to the sink before going to sleep.
In [120], solar nodes and non-harvesting nodes work collaboratively to guarantee
network coverage and connectivity. The aim of this paper is to prolong network
lifetime by sleep scheduling sensors. The proposed scheme addresses unbalanced so-
lar recharging rate over time. During high energy harvesting, non-harvesting nodes
turn into sleep mode to conserve energy. In terms of solar nodes, they are mod-
elled as a three-state Markov chain. To be more specific, a node goes to sleep if
its energy level is lower than a critical value and its harvest energy is less that its
consumed energy. A node stays awake if its energy level is higher than the thresh-
old or its harvested energy is more than its consumed energy. Similarly, in [121],
the authors leverage the Software Defined Network (SDN) paradigm to determine
the sleep schedule of sensor nodes. In particular, there is a central controller that
manages non-energy harvesting and energy harvesting sensor nodes. They formu-
late a Constrained Markov Decision Process (CMDP) problem with a constraint
that ensures the expected time in which targets are not monitored is below a given
threshold. The corresponding action/policy is the sleep and awake schedule of sen-
sor nodes. Also, reference [122] adds energy harvesting relay nodes in a network
with non-energy harvesting network to prolong network lifetime. In particular, non-
energy harvesting nodes only perform monitor and transmit their own samples. On
the other hand, energy harvesting nodes are responsible for relaying data. The pro-
posed algorithm first finds the minimum weighted connected dominating set. Then
it adds the minimal number of relays to ensure coverage.
In [123], the objective is to maximize coverage quality metrics that quantify the
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number of sensors that are monitoring a target and also the proportion of time
in which each target is monitored by a sensor node. Ren et al. consider sensors
forward their data to the sink in a real-time manner and energy arrival prediction
is accurate. The proposed centralized and distributed algorithms schedule the duty
cycle of sensor nodes and ensure connectivity to a sink. Starting from the sink,
the tree algorithm first finds adjacent nodes of the sink. Among these nodes, the
one that increases coverage quality is activated. The process repeats for the newly
added node until coverage quality no longer improves.
The authors of [124] consider devices that are powered by limited RF energy.
Each device uses a part of its harvested energy to perform monitoring tasks in a duty
cycle way. Their remaining energy is used to deliver its sampled information to the
base station. The authors propose a transmission power and duty cycle management
algorithm.
Liang et al. [125] formulate a novel monitoring quality maximization problem.
Different from past works, they aim to maximize the quality of collected data, instead
of quantity of data. They ensure all sensor nodes have an opportunity to forward
their data to a sink.
In [126], there are both EH and non-EH nodes available that aim to ensure
target coverage and connectivity. The objective of this work is to minimize the use
of non-EH nodes. The proposed scheme divides EH sensor nodes into three states
according to their residual energy level and harvesting rate. To be more specific, a
sensor node enters sleep node if its remaining battery level is lower than a critical
value and its recharging rate is lower than energy consumption rate. Other nodes
stay awake. If coverage requirement is not met by active EH nodes, a few non-EH
nodes activate. If connectivity requirement is not met, EH nodes that have a battery
level higher than a threshold increase their transmission range.
The work in [127] introduces a Quality of Coverage (QoC) metrics in a connected
coverage network which defined as the minimum number of targets that can be
covered over a 24-hour period. By applying the near-optimal solution, the QoC is
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highly improved by controlling the sensing range of each sensor node. The authors
consider traffic control into account in [128]. They consider RF communication by
which nodes need to decide their transmit power such that their samples data can
be delivered to the sink.
The work in [129] addresses the Maximum Lifetime Target Coverage (MLTC)
in directional sensor networks, where targets require different coverage quality and
nodes have limited sensing angle. The problem is formulated as a MINLP model
and proved to be NP-hard. Hence, the paper introduces two scalable heuristics.
The Maximum Lifetime Heuristic (MLH) iteratively decides a set of sensor nodes
and their working directions, and then build their paths to the sink. The Enhanced
Maximum Lifetime Heuristic (EMLH) further balances the energy of sensors and
integrates the sensing set construction and the communication path set construction.
Table 2.3 summarizes works on connected coverage problems. Some of them
consider target coverage [116, 117, 123, 126–129] with objective of prolonging lifetime
or improve coverage quality. Only the work in [124] considers dedicated RF charging
and aims to maximize the amount of uploaded data. However, it does not have a
coverage requirement of the network.
2.4 Coverage-aware charging algorithm
In above mentioned studies, sensor nodes are scheduled to minimize their energy
consumption, or avoid missing recharging opportunities. In other words, their focus
is on utilizing energy efficiently aspects of uncontrollable energy arrival. In this
section, we review works that have active charging to improve coverage.
In [99], the authors consider a mobile charger that travels to charge a subset
of sensor nodes to enable them for stochastic event capture. The objective of is to
maximize the sum of QoM of all points under constraint of the mobile charger’s
working time. The problem of theirs is the Maximum QoM charging and scheduling
problem (MQCSP), which aims to determine (i) which nodes to charge and for how
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Centralized Solar K-barrier coverage
Maximize coverage
lifetime [116]




Distributed Ambient Target coverage
Preserve perfect area
coverage [118, 119]
Distributed Solar Event detection
Prolong lifetime
[120]
Distributed Solar Area coverage
Minimize the num-
ber of active nodes
[121]
















Minimize the use of
non-EH nodes [126]
Centralized Solar Target coverage
Maximize coverage
quality [127]





Centralized Solar Target coverage
Maximize coverage
lifetime [129]
Centralized Ambient Differential target
coverage
Table 2.3: A comparison of works on connected coverage problems.
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long, (ii) sleep scheduling of sensor nodes, such that the QoM is maximized. A
approximation algorithm is proposed to solve this NP-hard problem. In a different
work, the authors of [130] consider a mobile charger that moves at a fixed speed and
is able to carry limited energy in each travel round. They aim to using one mobile
charger to charge low remaining energy nodes. Sensors with higher contribution
to network coverage and connectivity are prioritized to be charged. This paper
considers full area coverage and designs a Priority-based Energy Replenishment
Scheme (PERS). It first decides the weight of a sensor node based on its energy and
coverage importance. Sensor nodes are classified into three priority groups according
to their weight. In each time round, a mobile charger delivers energy to the node
with the highest priority. After that, it proposes an enhanced PERS which cluster
sensor nodes and charge the cluster with the maximum summation of the weights.
The authors in [131] consider mobile targets. The HAP aims to determine a
subset of charged sensors in each time slot using finite number of channels. Their
goal is to optimize the time in which sensor nodes are able to monitor mobile targets.
They, however, do not consider complete targets coverage. On the other hand,
the work in [132] aims to balance network lifetime and target tracking accuracy.
Specifically, they consider sensor nodes that collaboratively track targets using an
extended Kalman filter. They propose an adaptive dynamic programming approach
to schedule the duty cycle of nodes.
Reference [133] investigates the optimal distributed scheduling problem for stochas-
tic event capture. The problem involves jointly mobilizing the readers for energy
distribution and schedule sensor nodes for maximizing the quality of monitoring;
i.e., the ratio of captured events to all occurring events. In the independent aggres-
sive wake-up scenario, the reader travel along a curve periodically at a fixed speed,
and sensors consume all their collected energy by constantly working. The quality
of monitoring is always improved by increasing the reader’s moving speed. In the
joint aggressive wake-up scenario, the optimal reader staying time is computed. In
addition, this paper find that it is better to activate sensor node more frequently
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unless the event staying time is large than a critical value.
The study in [134] proposes a scheme that jointly schedule sensor activity and
recharging to save energy of sensors and reduce traveling distance of recharging
vehicles (RVs). To maintain target coverage, sensors are divided into balanced
cluster and each cluster contains the sensors that cover the same target. The sensing
load in each cluster will be distributed evenly to each sensor in a round-robin manner.
When the cluster has less than percentage of alive nodes, the cluster head sends
a charging request. A recharging algorithm is further proposed with the goal of
maximizing the recharge profit, defined as the amount of energy recharged into the
network minus RVs’ total traveling energy consumption. The problem is formulated
as mixed integer programming and proof to be NP-hard. To reduce computation
complexity, the proposed heuristic aims to maximize the recharge profit in each step.
To be more specific, it selects a node with maximum profit as the destination, and
charges node on the path.
References [135] and [136] investigate k-coverage of targets based on the work by
Gao et al. [134]. In each cluster, exactly k sensors are active. These k sensors would
randomly appoint the next batch of k sensors with full battery before depleting their
energy. The authors propose a charging algorithm named Generalized Traveling
Salesmen Problem (GTSP), in which the objective is to find the shortest charging
path through clusters of sensors. Moreover, they extend the algorithms to handle
mobile targets.
The work in [137] addresses the multiple RF chargers placement problem which
aim to ensure the designated duty cycle of battery-free nodes. More importantly, it
considers the fact that the received power at the node is the superposition of multiple
signals from chargers. The objective is to place the minimum number of chargers on
a surveillance field to ensure energy neutral operation of each RFID. Shi et al. [138]
and [139] consider battery-free or energy harvesting sensor networks. Specifically,
in [139], the network is deployed with a RF-based power beacon to improve energy
distribution. Their problem is to minimize the number of power beacons used to
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charge sensor nodes and to maximize coverage quality. The key idea is to (i) form
sensor nodes into a set of disjoint covers; each cover maintains a certain coverage
ratio and connectivity, (ii) deploy minimum number of power beacons such that one
of the set covers can operate.
Instead of an omni-directional antenna, the readers in [138] have a limited charg-
ing angle and can rotate their antennas to charge and collected data from battery-free
nodes. A battery-free node can only transmit data when it is in a reader’s charging
region. The problem is to construct a dominating set over battery-free sensors and
readers that can cover sensors. Each dominating set maintains a full coverage of the
network. The objective of the work in [138] is to minimize the energy consumption
of readers cost by both rotation and charging.
Shu et al. [140] study the Energy Replenishment and Scheduling (ERS) problem
in a wireless charging network with rechargeable nodes and one mobile charger.
By seeking and replenishing more energy to the energy-critical nodes, the network
lifetime is maximized whilst providing full area coverage. The designed algorithm
first devises an f-approximate scheduling mechanism by considering nodes initial
energy balance. Then develop an optimal energy replenish strategy based on nodes
energy consumption.
In [141], Han et al. propose a coverage-aware hierarchy in a cluster based RF
charging network. Nodes are grouped into clusters. In each cluster, there is one
optimized anchor point for an mobile charger to stop. Cluster members forward
their data to their cluster heads in a multi-hop way. In each time round, mobile
chargers depart from the base station with fully charged batteries and travel along
the predicted trajectories. They visit an optimized anchor point sequentially to
charge nodes and gather data from cluster heads. When returning to a base station,
mobile chargers upload their gathered data. Han et al. design a charging algorithm,
and determine the anchor point in a cluster based on nodes’ energy consumption and




Reference [142] considers solar-powered sensor nodes. These nodes are divided
into three priorities to be charged according to their battery level. In the proposed
distributed algorithm, each sensor maintains the energy evaluation function for itself
and its neighbours. The set of nodes with an energy evaluation function that is
higher than their neighbours carry out the given tasks.
Table 2.4 summarizes the aforementioned works. All works jointly consider
coverage-aware charging. References [99, 133] have studied how a mobile node re-
plenishes the energy of critical nodes to improve coverage. Reference [131] uses the
HAP to deliver energy to sensor nodes. However, it does not consider complete
targets coverage.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has discussed prior works that consider coverage problems using energy
harvesting sensor nodes. Past works, however, have a number of limitations:
1. The majority of these works aim to maximize coverage lifetime or quality. Only
few works such as [124] have considered maximizing the number of samples
transmitted to a sink or gateway. However, they do not consider optimizing
the sampling and transmission time or storage capacity of devices.
2. Many works proposed methods to construct set covers over time. Their so-
lutions, however, require perfect battery information known by the sink. In
practice, collecting this information from all sensor nodes in a large-scale net-
work is expensive. A promising direction is to employ learning algorithms such
as [78, 104]. However, these works do not aim to provide complete targets cov-
erage.
3. Most works consider ambient energy sources such as solar. Only a few works
[138, 141] have considered a dedicated RF energy source. However, this energy
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In the next chapter, this thesis presents a dedicated RF charging network that
consists of a dedicated energy source and sensor nodes that are tasked with complete
targets coverage. In addition, unlike prior works, it outlines a problem that aims to
maximize the amount of data uploaded to the HAP.
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Chapter 3
Data Collection and Complete Targets
Coverage: Single HAP Case
Past works on targets coverage aim to maximize coverage lifetime or quality. How-
ever, no works have considered maximizing the number of samples transmitted to a
sink or gateway. In particular, past works have no considered constraints related to
active time, nodes battery level, their storage capacity and transmission time when
maximizing the amount of data collected by a sink or HAP.
Henceforth, this chapter considers sensor nodes that rely on a HAP for energy.
The HAP coordinates the energy and information transmission to/from sensor nodes
and also activates set covers to monitor targets. The aim is to size each period of
the charge-sample-upload frame accordingly and also to determine the set of sensor
nodes that are responsible for monitoring targets such that the amount of data
received by the HAP is maximized.
The next section outlines the network model. Section 3.2 and 3.3 outline solu-




Let S and Z denote the set of sensor nodes and targets, respectively. A sensor
node is referred to as si, where i = 1, . . . , |S|. Each sensor node is equipped with
a half-duplex radio that it uses to harvest energy from the HAP via RF [51] and
also transmits to the HAP. Define cj ⊆ S to be a set cover, where j = 1, . . . , |C|.
In particular, each cj consists of the sensor nodes that are able to cover all targets.
Let δ(si, cj) be an indicator function that returns one if sensor si is part of set cover
cj. Time is discrete, and each slot is indexed by k. The planning horizon consists
of |T | slots. Each slot has unit length. Hence, this chapter will use power and
energy interchangeably. The time period for each slot k is divided into the following
periods: (i) τ k, charging time of the HAP, (ii) akj , the active time of set cover cj, (iii)
uki , the upload time of a device. Therefore, for each time slot k, the total charging
time plus the total active time of set covers plus upload times must be less than or







uki ≤ 1,∀k ∈ T (3.1)




Joules) amount of energy, where P is the HAP’s transmission power, ηi is the energy
conversion efficiency at node si that is a function of the received power, and g
k
i is
the channel gain from the HAP to device si in slot k. The channel gain is per
the Log-normal path loss model (in dB): PL(d0)+10nlog10(
1
d0
) + χ. where n is the
path-loss exponent, d0 is the reference distance, and di is the distance to the HAP.
Block fading is assumed where the channel is fixed within each time slot but varies
across time slots. In each time slot k, we draw χ for each device randomly from a
zero mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ=9.6 (dB) [143].




j=1 δ(si, cj)× akj . In
other words, the sampling time of a sensor node is the sum of active time of all
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cover sets it belongs to. The sampling rate of each sensor node is rsi . Hence, sensor




i × rsi amounts of data (in bits) in slot k. Each sensor node
is capable of transmitting at a data rate of r (bps). This means for a given upload
time of uki , the total data received from sensor node s
k









i − ξki ≤ Dmax + εki (3.2)
Here, Dmax is the data storage capacity and εki is the excess data that cannot be
buffered by sensor node i. Both data storage and data excess cannot be negative;
i.e., Dki ≥ 0 and εki ≥ 0. The amount of data transmitted by sensor node si is
bounded as follows,
0 ≤ ξki ≤ Dmax,∀k ∈ T,∀i ∈ S (3.3)
The power consumption rate when sensor node si is active to sample targets is
denoted as ρsi . The energy used to transmit each bit is ρ
t
i (in nJ/bit). The battery
level of sensor node si in slot k is denoted as B
k
i . It evolves as follows,
0 ≤ Bki = Bk−1i + Pτ kηigki − ρsiski − ξki ρti ≤ Bmax + εki (3.4)
In each slot k, each device i has battery capacity Bmax and any excess energy
that cannot be stored is denoted as εki ≥ 0. A sensor node si cannot spend more











This section presents a LP model of the MDC-CTC problem. After that it presents
a heuristic to generate the collection of set covers C.
3.2.1 Linear Program
The main objective is to maximize the data received by the HAP over T time slots.
Note that the data received is proportional to the sampling time of each sensor node
which in turn is dependent on the charging time. Also, the planning horizon |T | is
determined by the network operator. We thus have the following LP:
maximize








subject to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5).
In words, in order to optimize the amount of uploaded data, in each time slot k,
the formulated LP needs to decide (i) τ k, the charging time used by the HAP, (ii)
akj , the respective active time of |C| set covers, and (iii) uki , the upload time of |S|
devices.
To conclude, the LP has a total of |T | × (1 + |C| + |S|) decision variables. In
addition, there are |T | constraints of type (3.1), and |T | × |S| constraints of (3.2)-
(3.5) in total. Critically, the foregone LP requires an exhaustive collection of set
covers. Hence, the set C grows as O(2|S|). Note that the formulation at hand allows
sensor nodes that are not monitoring target(s) to upload their data to the HAP
once they have finished monitoring target(s) in a given slot. This is because the
LP computes the data upload duration for each sensor node but it does not specify
when a sensor node transmits to the HAP. In practice, for each time slot k, given
the upload transmission duration of each node as computed by the proposed LP,




3.2.2 A Heuristic Solution
This section proposes a heuristic algorithm called Pick Nearest (PickN) to generate
a subset C ′ ⊆ C of set covers. The LP will then use C ′ instead of C; specifically,
in Equ. (3.1), we will now iterate from j = 1 to |C ′| instead of |C|. The basic
idea of PickN is to greedily construct set covers using sensor nodes that are close
to the HAP; here, close can be in terms of distance or received signal strength.
Consequently, these sensor nodes are likely to receive more energy, and thus they
will have a longer active duration and will be able to collect and send more data to
the HAP.
Figure 3.1 shows how PickN constructs the collection of set covers C ′. First, it
initializes C ′ to the empty set. In addition, the first set cover is Ck, where k = 1.
After that it initializes the set Z ′ to contain all targets to be covered. It then
randomly selects a target z from Z ′. PickN then calls GetSensor(), which returns a
sensor node that covers z and is also the closest to the HAP. If there is no such sensor
node, then the process ends and it returns C ′. Otherwise, the selected sensor node
is added into the set cover Ck. After that, PickN calls Update(.,.), which removes
sensor node s from S ′, and the target z from Z ′ as well as all targets covered by
sensor node s. If all targets are covered, i.e., the condition Z ′ = ∅ is true, then
PickN adds Ck to the collection of set covers C
′ and proceeds to construct the new
set cover Ck+1.
Lastly, in terms of the run time complexity required to construct a set cover,
the worst case occurs when each target is covered by one sensor node. For each
target we need to search through set S to find a sensor node that covers the target.
Upon identifying a sensor node, we need to iterate through |Z| sensor nodes to
remove targets covered by the sensor node. We therefore have a time complexity of
O(|Z|(|S| + |Z|)), and there is only one set cover in C. Note that if each target is
covered by all sensor nodes, then each set over takes O(|Z|) to construct as PickN
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Figure 3.1: The flowchart of PickN
the sensor node takes O(|Z|) time. This means each set cover only has one sensor
node, and in total there are |C| = |S| set covers.
3.3 Evaluation
All experiments are conducted using Python with Gurobi running on an Intel Core
i7 CPU @3.1 GHz with 8GB RAM laptop. Each sensor node has a sensing range of
200 meters. This distance ensures the received power at sensor nodes is within the
sensitivity range required to harvest RF energy. Each time slot has unit length of
one second. As per [55], the HAP has two transmission power levels: 3W and 5W.
Sensor nodes and targets are deployed randomly on an area the size of 500×500 m2.
The HAP is located at coordinate (0, 0). The simulator uses the parameter values
outlined in [144]. Specifically, a sensor node consumes 15 mW and collects 500 kbps
while in sampling mode. When in transmission mode, it consumes 0.25 nJ/bits and
transmits at a data rate of 250 kbps. The energy harvester of sensor nodes has an
energy conversion rate up to 75%. Sensor nodes have a battery and storage with
a capacity of 1.5 Joules and 64 Kb, respectively. The results are an average of 50
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runs. For each run, the simulator records the amount of data collected by the HAP
over T = 10 time slots.
The proposed solutions are also compared against a heuristic called Random. In
order to construct a set cover, it first initializes the set cover to the empty set and
randomly includes a sensor node into the set. It then removes all covered targets.
After that it checks whether there are uncovered targets. If so, it selects another
random sensor node that is not already in the set cover. If all targets are covered,
the process ends.
3.3.1 Impact of sensor node density
The first experiment considers ten targets. The number of sensor nodes is varied
from four to 16. From Figure 3.2a, we can see that the amount of data collected
by the HAP grows when there are more sensor nodes. It rises rapidly from about
4.5 to 38.2 kbits when the transmit power is 5 Watt. The reason is that when the
number of sensor nodes increases, each node is likely to have a smaller duty cycle.
Hence, each node’s power consumption and charging time reduces, but upload time
increases. This can be seen in Figure 3.2b and 3.2c, which illustrates how time is
allocated to charge, sample and data transmission in each time slot. From Figure
3.2a, the HAP collects 45% more data when the HAP uses a transmission power
of 5W as compared to 3W. Referring to Figure 3.2c, the charging time decreases
when the HAP uses a transmission power of 5W, and sensor nodes are afforded
approximately 50% more upload transmission time. In Figure 3.2a, we see that
when the HAP uses a transmit power P of 5W, LP collects 38.2 kbits with 16 sensor
nodes. This result is 1.35 times higher than 28.3 kbits when we use PickN. On
the other hand, when using a transmit power P of 3W and 16 sensor nodes, PickN
collects 19.5 kbits; this is approximately 76% of the optimal result of 25.7 kbits.
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(a) Amount of collected data
(b) Time allocation per slot for P=3W
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(c) Time allocation per slot for P=5W
Figure 3.2: The impact of the number of sensor nodes on the amount of collected
data, and transmission power P on time allocated for charging, sampling and data
upload.
3.3.2 Uplink data rates
This experiment studies the effect of transmission data rates. All 15 sensor nodes
and ten targets are deployed on a 500× 500 m2 area. The data rate of sensor nodes
is varied from 100 to 450 kbps. From Figure 3.3, we see that the amount of data
collected by the HAP increases when sensor nodes transmit data at a higher rate.
The HAP collects 1.7 kbits more data when sensor nodes have a radio with a data
rate that exceeds 50 kbps. The amount of data collected achieves 31 kbits when
the data rate is 450 kbps. This is 1.6 times the amount when sensor nodes use a
data rate of 100 kbps. This is because when the data rate increases, each sensor
node’s upload time reduces. On the other hand, charging time increases to harvest
energy and sampling time increases, which results in more data to be uploaded. This
is also shown in Figure 3.4, which illustrates the proportion of time dedicated to
charging, sampling and upload phase is in each time slot. The upload time decreases
by approximately 65% from 0.02 to 0.007 second. As for PickN, it achieves 3/4 of
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Figure 3.3: Amount of collected data versus transmission data rate
the optimal result, which is 24 kbits.
3.3.3 Sampling Rates
This section studies how the amount of data collected and time of each phase change
when sensor nodes sample data at a high rate. The number of targets is fixed to
ten and the number of sensor nodes is fixed as 15.
Referring to Figure 3.5a, when the sampling rate rises from 250 to 600 kbps, the
amount of collected data doubles from 12.7 to 26 kbits. Specifically, when sampling
rate grows by 50 kbps, the HAP collects 2 kbits more data. The reason is that when
sampling rate increases, each sensor node samples more data and the upload time
increases. As power consumption of uploading is lower than that of sampling, each
sensor node consumes less energy and the charging time decreases. This can be seen
in Figure 3.5b. The data collected by the HAP when it uses PickN increases from
9.5 to 19.9 kbits, which is 76% of the optimal result.
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Figure 3.4: Network time allocation per time slot versus transmission data rate
3.3.4 HAP Location
This experiment studies whether the HAP location affects network performance.
The number of sensor nodes is fixed to 15. The HAP location is varied on a 500×500
m2 area. From Figure 3.6, we can see that the HAP collects more data when it is
deployed at a central location. For example, the HAP at coordinate (0,300) collects
47.7 kbit, which is 2.55 times as 18.7 kbits collected by the HAP at coordinate (0,0).
Recall that sensor nodes located far from the HAP are likely to have a lower channel
gain. Also, it is critical that the node with a lower energy level harvests sufficient
energy. When the HAP is deployed in a central position, sensor nodes harvest
similar amounts of energy and hence the charging time can be reduced significantly.
Referring to Figure 3.6, the HAP collects 180.3 kbits data when it is located at
coordinate (300,300). This is almost 10 times more data as compared to the scenario
where the HAP is located at position (500,500). PickN is similar, where it collects
up to 137 kbits of data, which achieves 3/4 of the optimal result.
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(a) Amount of collected data versus different sampling rates
(b) Network time allocation per time slot versus different sampling rates









This chapter is the first to address the problem of collecting the maximum amount
of data from RF-harvesting sensor nodes. This problem is significant as the future
IoTs are likely to rely on sensor nodes to monitor an environment or targets. To
this end, this chapter has outlined a LP that can be used by operators to determine
charging, targets monitoring and data transmission times. The results show that
the HAP collects a larger amount of data using a shorter charging period when
there are more sensor nodes. A higher transmit power can also achieve the same
performance. Compared to the case where the LP has an exhaustive collection of
set covers, PickN is able to generate set covers that yield results that are within
80% of the optimal amount of data collected by the HAP.
The LP considered in this chapter has a key limitation. It assumes linear RF-
energy conversion rate. However, in practice, it is non-linear with respect to the
input power. Another issue is that the HAP has no power limitation and there is
only one HAP used to charge all sensor devices. It is known that the high receiver
sensitivity of RF-energy harvesters limit the charging range and the amount of
harvested energy. To this end, the next chapter addresses these limitations by
proposing to use multiple solar-powered HAPs to charge and collect data from sensor
devices. It will also model non-linear RF-energy conversion rates.
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Chapter 4
Data Collection and Complete Targets
Coverage: Multiple HAPs Case
This chapter considers the same aim as Chapter 3, which is to size each phase of
the charge-sample-upload frame in order to maximize the total data received by
HAPs. However, it considers multiple solar-powered HAPs that are responsible
for charging sensor devices and data collection. In addition, this chapter considers
non-linear RF-energy charging.
This chapter is organized as follow. Section 4.1 presents the network model.
Section 4.2 and 4.3 formulate the problem using a MILP and propose two heuristic
solutions. After that, Section 4.4 illustrates numerical results and 4.5 concludes this
chapter.
4.1 Network Model
Table 4.1 summarizes the notations used in this chapter. Let S denote the set of EH
devices, and K is the set of HAPs. All fixed targets belong to the set Z. Each EH
device i = {1, . . . , |S|} has a half-duplex radio for communication with a HAP, and




S The set of nodes.
K The set of HAPs.
Z The set of targets.
C The set of set covers.
T The set of time frames.
2. Constants
τ Frame length.
τc The charging time used by HAPs.
Pmax The maximum transmit power.
Dmax The storage capacity of devices.
rs The sampling rate of devices.
Īij Device i and HAP j associated indicator.
M1,M2 A suitable large constant.
W The area of each HAP’s solar panel.
3. Variables
k Frame index.
P kj Transmit power at HAP j in time k.
σ(i, cn) Set cover membership indicator.
τ kn The sampling time of set cover cn in time
k.
τ kij The uploading time from device i to HAP
j in frame k.
ck The total coverage time in frame k.
ςki The sampling time of device i in frame k.
µkj The data collection time of HAP j from
its associated devices in frame k.
Dki The data storage level of device i in frame
k.
Dki The amount of new data stored in device
i in frame k.
αki A binary variable used to track storage
overflow at device i in frame k.
εkj The amount of energy stored by HAP j in
frame k.
Eki The energy arrival at device i in frame k.
βki A binary variable which is set to one when
no battery overflow occurs at device i in
frame k.
P ki The received power of device i in frame k.
Table 4.1: Table of notations.
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Each device i is associated to the closest HAP, in terms of Euclidean distance. Let
Īij be an indicator that specifies whether device i is associated to HAP j. Each
HAP and its associated devices run on a different frequency – this means the HAPs
and their associated devices do not interfere. Devices use Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) to upload their data to their HAP.
Complete targets coverage is achieved when all targets are covered by at least one
device. Let cn ⊆ S be a set cover that provides complete targets coverage, where
n = {1, . . . , |C|} and C is a collection of set covers. This means if set cover cn is
active, then all targets will be sampled by at least one device in the set cn. Let
σ(i, cn) be a function that returns the value of one if device i belongs to set cover
cn. Otherwise, it returns zero. Note that when set cover cn is active, only devices
that belong to cn will sample targets; other devices not in cn will be placed in sleep
mode.
The system time is discretized. Each frame k = {1, . . . , |T |} has duration τ
seconds. Each frame k is divided into three intervals: (i) charging, where HAPs
charge all devices for a fixed time τc simultaneously, (ii) monitoring, where set cover
cn samples targets for time τ
k
n seconds, and (iii) data upload, where device i uploads
















ij Īij seconds. For a given HAP j, in time
frame k, its total charging time plus active time of set covers and its data collection




τ kn + µ
k
j ≤ τ, ∀j ∈ K, ∀k ∈ T. (4.1)
Note that each device needs to follow the charge-sample-upload process in each time
frame because a device must first harvest energy before it becomes active to sample
and its samples to its HAP.
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4.1.1 Storage Capacity of EH Devices
Each device has a storage capacity of Dmax. The amount of data stored by device i
in frame k is denoted as Dki . Each device has a sampling rate of rs (in bps). The
amount of data collected by device i in time frame k is thus ςki rs bits. The storage
level of each device i in frame k evolves as per,
Dki = Dk−1i +Dki − ruτ kij,∀i ∈ S,∀t ∈ T. (4.2)
In (4.2), Dki is the amount of data newly stored in time k by device i. It is set
as per Dki = MIN(ς
k
i rs,Dmax − Dk−1i ). The reason for using the MIN(.) function is
because a device may sample more data than it can store. Recall that the active
time of each sensor device is equal to the total active time of all the set covers it
belongs to. Consequently, if a device’s storage is full, and it must remain active
with other sensor nodes in the same set cover, then any excess data is loss. Storage
overflow occurs when the current storage level plus the newly collected data exceeds
the storage capacity; i.e., Dk−1i +ςki rs > Dmax. Let αki be a binary variable that is set
to one if no storage overflow occurs at device i in frame k. The following constraints
determine whether storage overflow occurs,
Dk−1i + ςki rs ≥ (1− αki )Dmax, (4.3)
Dk−1i + ςki rs ≤ Dmax + (1− αki )M1. (4.4)
Here, M1 is a suitable large constant. Observe that when storage overflow occurs,
i.e., αki = 0, constraint (4.3) and (4.4) will be non-binding. Otherwise, we have
Dk−1i + ςki rs ≤ Dmax. Note that when there is an overflow, the amount of data that
can be stored is Dki = Dmax − Dk−1i ; otherwise, device i will be able to store all
sampled bits; i.e., Dki = ς
k
i rs bits. These conditions are represented by the following
constraints,
Dki ≥ αki ςki rs, (4.5)
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Dki ≤ ςki rs, (4.6)
Dki ≥ Dmax −Dk−1i − αkiM1, (4.7)
Dki ≤ Dmax −Dk−1i . (4.8)
From the previous constraints, we see that if there is no overflow, i.e., αki = 1, then
(4.5) and (4.6) will be binding; that is, device i stores Dk = ςki rs amounts of data.
On the other hand, if there is overflow, i.e., αki = 0, then by constraint (4.7) and
(4.8), we have Dki = Dmax −Dk−1i .
4.1.2 Energy Harvesting HAPs
Each HAP is equipped with a solar panel of size W cm2 and has a rechargeable
battery. Its energy arrivals are governed by the M -state Markov chain model from
[1]; note that this model is derived according to the solar irradiance data from an
actual test-bed, and M corresponds to different solar intensity level over one day.
Each state m ∈ {1, . . . , |M |} of the Markov chain represents an energy harvesting
profile that is represented as a probability distribution with a given mean µm and
variance ρm. Specifically, let S
k
j represent the state at time frame k of HAP j and
ψkj be the corresponding intensity of the solar radiation at time k. Note that if
the current energy harvesting state is m, then ψkj (in µW/cm
2) is drawn from a
Normal distribution with mean µm and variance ρm. Each HAP has a solar energy





jWτη − P kj τc, (4.9)
where P kj is the transmit power at HAP j in time k. Note that each HAP has a





Each HAP j uses transmit power P kj in frame k. The energy used by HAP j is
P kj τc. In each frame k, each HAP j can only transmit energy it has harvested from
previous frames. Therefore, for each HAP j, we have,
P kj τc ≤ εk−1j ,∀j ∈ K, ∀k ∈ T. (4.10)
All EH devices are equipped with an energy harvester and a rechargeable battery
with capacity Bmax. Let hkij be the channel gain from HAP j to device i. The







In other words, the received power at device i is equal to the sum received power





Here, η(P ki ) is the non-linear energy conversion efficiency that is a function of the
input power; see Section 4.1.4 for details on η(P ki ).
Next, we consider battery overflow at EH devices. Specifically, energy overflow
occurs at device i when Bk−1i +Eki > Bmax, where Bki is the battery level of device i
in frame k.
Let βki be a binary variable and it is set to one if no overflow occurs at device i in
frame k. The following constraints are used to determine whether battery overflow
occurs,
Bk−1i + Eki ≥ (1− βki )Bmax, (4.12)
Bk−1i + Eki ≤ Bmax + (1− βki )M2. (4.13)
Here, M2 to a large constant used to disable a constraint. Let Eki be the amount of
energy can be stored in device i’s battery. If there is no overflow, then Eki = Eki ;
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otherwise, Eki = Bmax − Bk−1i . Therefore, we have,
Eki ≥ βki Eki , (4.14)
Eki ≤ Eki , (4.15)
Eki ≥ Bmax − Bk−1i − βkiM2, (4.16)
Eki ≤ Bmax − Bk−1i . (4.17)
Assume that each EH device has a power consumption rate of ρs Watts while
sampling targets, and consumes ρu Watts while uploading data to its associated
HAP. The battery of each device evolves as follow,
Bki = Bk−1i + Eki − ςki ρs − µki ρu. (4.18)
In words, the future battery level of EH device i is equal to its previous battery level
minus any energy consumed for sampling and data upload.
4.1.4 Non-Linear Energy Conversion Efficiency







the function η(P ki ) returns the energy conversion rate by device i in frame k if the
total received power is P ki . As mentioned earlier, η(P
k
i ) is a non-linear function.
To approximate η(P ki ), we will use piece-wise linear approximation containing Φ
intervals. Let [Lv, Hv] be the v-th received power interval that has a corresponding
conversion rate of ηv. Let I
v
ik be a binary decision variable that is set to one if the
total received power P ki of EH device i falls within the v-th interval. To ensure only
one interval is active, we have
Φ∑
v=1
Ivik = 1,∀i ∈ S,∀k ∈ T. (4.19)
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Let M vik be a decision variable with range [0,1]. For each interval v and frame k,
and each EH device i, we have,
0 ≤M vik ≤ Ivik,∀i ∈ S,∀k ∈ T,∀v = 1, . . . ,Φ. (4.20)
From (4.20) and (4.19), we see that only the M vik corresponding to the active v-th







ik + (Hv − Lv)M vik] ,∀i ∈ S,∀k ∈ T. (4.21)
As an example, assume we have Φ = 2 intervals: [0,1] and [1,2], and P ki = 1.5, which
falls into the second received power interval. We thus have I2ik = 1 and I
1
ik = 0. So
we have P ki = [0(0)+(1−0)M1ik]+[1(1)+(2−1)M2ik] = 1+1×M2ik, where M2ik = 0.5.








ik,∀i ∈ S,∀k ∈ T. (4.22)
Note that Ivik in (4.22) is non-zero only for the interval corresponding to the received




The problem at hand is to maximize the amount of data collected by K HAPs over
T time slots. To do so, for each time frame k, we need to decide:
• The transmit power at each HAP, which influences the amount of energy
received by devices.
• Active set covers and their sampling time, which influence the amount of data
collected by devices.
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• Data upload time of each device, which influences the amount of data by the
respective HAP of each device.
• The collection of set covers C and their membership.
These quantities are constrained as follows. First, each HAP cannot expend more
energy than the amount it harvested in the previous time frame, (ii) each device
cannot consume more energy than it harvested from HAPs, and (iii) each device
cannot upload more data than its storage capacity.
The aforementioned problem, its decision variables and constraints can be for-
malized as the following MILP:
maximize










subject to (4.1)− (4.22).
There are |K| × |T | constrains in each of (4.1), (4.9) and (4.10). In each of (4.2)-
(4.8), (4.11)-(4.19), (4.21) and (4.22), there are |S| × |T | constraints. In (4.20),
there are Φ × |S| × |T | constraints. Therefore, the total number of constraints is
(3|K|+ (18 + Φ)|S|)× |T |.
The main challenge in solving the MILP is generating the collection of set covers
C. As the MILP requires an exhaustive set of set covers, the set C grows as O(2|S|).
This motivates the development of heuristics that aim to reduce the size of |C| when
solving the problem at hand for large-scale networks.
4.3 Set Cover Heuristic Algorithms
This section outlines heuristic algorithms to generate a subset C ′ ⊆ C of set covers.
The previous MILP will then use C ′ as the collection of set covers instead of C.
The proposed heuristics use the following observations. Recall that the sampling
time of a set cover is constrained by the device with the lowest energy level. A
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set cover deactivates when one of the devices depletes its energy. As an example,
consider a small network with two targets; one target is covered by two device s1
and s2, while the other is covered by s3 and s4. Device s1 and s3 can be active
for three seconds but the other two have energy only for one second. This means
both set covers have an active time of only one second. The better solution is to
group s1 and s3 into a set cover, and s2 and s4 into another set cover. Hence,
the proposed heuristic algorithms aim to group devices with similar energy level
together. Another observation is that a user located far from the HAP receives less
energy than a near user due to distance-dependent signal attenuation [60]. Hence,
devices at a similar distance from a HAP will have similar energy level, and can be
grouped into a set cover.
4.3.1 Distance Based Algorithm
Algorithm 1 details the steps used to generate C ′. Distance Based Algorithm (DBA)
initializes C ′ to an empty set and m = 0. The first set cover is ck, where k = 1.
For each HAP j ∈ K, DBA first generates a dictionary D̄j. Its keys correspond to
the set of S devices. Each device/key is associated with a distance to HAP j. Then
DBA builds a sorted list Γj using the values in D̄j. The function GetDevice(m,Γj)
returns the m-th item in Γj; i.e., the device s ∈ S that has the m-th shortest distance
from HAP j.
For each HAP j ∈ K, DBA calls GetDevice(m,Γj) to find a device if one exists;
otherwise, the process ends. It adds the selected device s into ck. After that, DBA
checks if ck covers all targets. If it does, then DBA adds the set cover ck to the
collection of set cover C ′ and proceeds to construct the new set cover Ck+1. After
DBA executes this process for a HAP, i.e., line 15 - 29, it goes back to line 14.
To conclude, the run time complexity of DBA is as follows. In each iteration
from line 9 - 12, the required run-time is O(|S|), i.e., line 10 plus O(|S|log|S|), i.e.,
line 11. The loop from line 9 - 12 is carried out for |K| times. The iteration from
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line 13 - 30 ends when m > |S|. Thus, line 13 - 30 is executed at most |S| times. In
each loop from line 13 - 30, the iteration from line 15 - 29 is carried out |K| times.
Thus, the run-time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O((|S| + |S| log |S|)|K| + |S||K|)
or O(2|S||K|+ |S||K| log |S|).
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for constructing C’.
1: Input
2: S The set of EH devices
3: K The set of HAPs
4: Z The set of targets
5: Output
6: C’ The set of set covers
7:
8: Initial C ′ = ∅, m = 0, k = 1
9: for each j ∈ K do
10: D̄j = GenDictionary(j, S)
11: Γj = Sort(D̄j)
12: end for
13: while True do
14: m++
15: for each j ∈ K do
16: s = GetDevice(m,Γj)
17: if s is found then
18: ck = ck ∪ s
19: if ck covers all targets then
20: C ′ = C ′ ∪ ck
21: k++









31: Return: C ′
4.3.2 Sum-Distance Based Algorithm
Notice that by using DBA, each device is considered to join a set cover |K| times.
The joint set covers C ′ generated therefore grows as O(|S||K|). The next heuristic,
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namely Sum-Distance Based Algorithm (SDBA), generates a collection of disjoint
set covers C ′′, where device belongs only to at most one set cover. As a result, the
size of the collection C ′′ grows as O(|S|), which helps reduce the computation cost
of the proposed MILP.





The sum-distance represents the proximity of a device to all HAPs. It is used by
SDBA to construct set covers where devices with similar sum-distance are grouped
together.
Algorithm 2 details the steps of SDBA. It first generates an indexed dictionary
D̂ in which its keys are devices and their corresponding value sum-distance. SDBA
then sorts the values in D̂ and returns a list Γ. Let the function GetDevice(m,Γ)
returns the m-th item in Γ. From line 16, SDBA calls GetDevice(m,Γ) and adds
this device to the set cover ck, where k = 1. SDBA checks if ck covers all targets.
If ck does cover all targets, SDBA proceeds to construct the new set cover ck+1.
Otherwise, it calls GetDevice(m+ 1,Γ).
To conclude, SDBA has the following run-time complexity. To calculate the di
value for all device in set S, i.e., line 9 - 11, the time complexity is O(|S||K|2). In
line 13, the required run-time is O(|S| log |S|). After that, the loop from line 14 - 25
is carried out |S| times. Thus, the running time complexity of SDBA is O(|S||K|2 +
|S| log |S|+ |S|).
4.4 Evaluation
All experiments are conducted using Python with Gurobi running on Intel Core i7
CPU @3.1 GHz with 8 RAM laptop. HAPs, devices and targets randomly deployed
on a 30 × 30 m2 square area. This area size ensures devices are sufficiently close
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for constructing C”.
1: Input
2: S The set of EH devices
3: K The set of HAPs
4: Z The set of targets
5: Output
6: C” The set of set covers
7:
8: Initial C ′′ = ∅, k=1, m=0
9: for each i ∈ S do




12: D̂ = GenDictionary({di}i∈S)
13: Γ = sort(D̂)
14: while m < |S| do
15: m++
16: s=GetDevice(m, Γ)
17: ck = s ∪ ck
18: if ck cover all targets then
19: C ′′ = C ′′ ∪ ck
20: k++





26: Return: C ′′
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to one or more deployed HAPs to harvest energy. Each HAP has a 1 × 1 m2 solar
panel and has a conversion efficiency of 20% [1]. As mentioned in Section 4.1.2,
we use a four-state Markov chain from [1] to model the energy arrivals at HAPs.
The Gaussian distribution parameter values for each of its states are shown in Table
4.2. The maximum transmit power of each HAP is 1.5 Watts. The experiments set
τ to 30 seconds. Sensor node parameters are as per the datasheet of WaspMote1.
Each device has a storage capacity of 64 kB and a battery capacity of 1.5 Joules.
It can sample targets that is 15 meters away. A sensor node consumes 60 mW
while sampling and generates data at 5000 kbps. Each device consumes 90 mW and
transmits at a rate of 500 kbps.
State Poor Fair Good Excellent
µ 1.75 4.21 7.02 9.38
ρ 0.65 1.04 2.34 0.54
Table 4.2: Energy Density Profile [1].
Each device is equipped with a Powercast P2110B RF-energy harvester that
has a non-linear energy harvesting rate η. Recall that we model η using piece-
wise linear functions. The experiments use |Φ| = 14 intervals that correspond to
the following intervals (in dBm): [−∞,−14), [−14,−12), [−12,−10), [−10,−8),
[−8,−6), [−6,−4), [−4,−2), [−2, 0), [0, 2), [2, 4), [4, 6), [6, 8), [8, 10) and [10,∞).
The corresponding η value is 0, 0.04, 0.21, 0.42, 0.53, 0.54, 0.53, 0.56, 0.61, 0.62,
0.61, 0.55, 0.49.
The experiments investigate the total amount of data collected by varying the
density of EH devices and HAPs. Also they analyze time spent in sampling and
uploading. The results are an average of 100 runs, each with a random topology.
The charging slot τc of each time frame is fixed to ten seconds. Lastly, we do not
consider packet loss. This is because the aim of this chapter is to optimize the
maximum amount of uploaded data. Hence, the results presented herein serve as a




4.4.1 EH device density
The first experiment studies the impact of EH device density by fixing the number of
HAPs to ten, and vary the number of EH devices from five to 15. From Figure 4.1,
the total amount of data collected grows with the number of EH devices. For MILP,
DBA and SDBA, there is a linear relationship between the amount of data collected
by all HAPs and the number of EH devices. The amount of data increases by 1250
kbits when there is an additional EH device. The total amount of data collected by
five EH devices of MILP is only 6330 kbits, which is one third of 19360 kbits, the
amount of data uploaded by 15 EH devices. While using DBA, the amount of data
collected is around 97% of the optimal result. The total amount of data collected
by DBA is 6329 kbits when there are five devices. This result triples to 18850 kbits
when there are 15 devices. In terms of SDBA, it reaches 70% of the optimal result
approximately. The amount of data collected by each device for MILP and DBA
is 1269 kbits and 1231 kbits respectively. This number remains steady when the
number of EH devices grows from five to 15.
Figure 4.2a and 4.2b compare the run time of MILP and DBA when we vary the
number of EH devices from five to 15. We see that, for both MILP and DBA, the run
time and the number of generated set covers rise when there are more EH devices.
In addition, the run time and the number of set covers always have a similar growth
trend. The run time and the number of set covers computed by MILP increases
exponentially with the number of EH devices. The reason is that MILP generates
an exhaustive collection of set covers. When the number of EH devices is five,
MILP finds 16 set covers and the running time is 0.02 seconds only. This result
grows dramatically up to 27765 set covers and 618 seconds with 15 EH devices.
Compared with MILP, the computation cost of DBA is much lower, especially when
there are more EH devices. When there are five devices, its run time is around 0.02
seconds, similar to MILP. However, the run time of DBA grows linearly with EH
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Figure 4.1: Amount of collected data versus number of EH devices.
are 15 EH devices.
The next experiment is to study how much time the network spends on sampling
and uploading, respectively. Of interest is the total sampling time and data collection
time of each HAP. Figure 4.3 shows that the network spends more time on both
sampling targets and uploading data when the number of EH device increases. The
reason is that when there are more EH devices, they can form more set covers to
be active alternately and each HAP has more devices that will upload data. The
total sampling time of MILP is less than 0.1 seconds with five devices. When the
number of devices increases to 15, the sampling time grows to 0.46 seconds. From
five to 15 EH devices, on average, the sampling time increase by 0.037 seconds for
each additional device. In terms of data collection time of MILP, it grows from 0.25
seconds to 0.77 seconds. On the contrary, DBA spends less time on sampling and
uploading. From five to 15 devices, the sampling time of targets grows from 0.09
seconds to 0.23 seconds, and the time of uploading triples from 0.25 to 0.75 seconds.
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No. of set covers
(a) Run time and number of set covers for MILP
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No. of set covers
(b) Run time and number of set covers for DBA
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No. of set covers
(c) Run time and number of set covers for SDBA




This experiment fixes the number of EH devices to ten, and there are five to 15 HAPs.
Figure 4.4 indicates that the total amount of data uploaded to the HAPs grows
linearly by both MILP and DBA. This is reasonable as more HAPs are able to deliver
more energy to devices. Accordingly, the amount of uploaded data also increases
by around 800 kbits by MILP and 690 kbits by DBA whenever an additional HAP
is added. DBA achieves 96.3% of the total amount of data computed by MILP.
By using one more HAPs in DBA, the network is able to achieve the same or even
better performance.
Each HAP collects less data in each frame when there are more HAPs deployed.
The reason is that each HAP has less associated EH devices to collect data from.
Referring to Figure 4.4, in each time frame, for MILP, each HAP collects 1808 kbits
when there are five HAPs and 1138 kbits when there are 15 HAPs; a decrease of
37%. As for DBA, when the number of HAPs grows from five to 15, the amount of
data collected by each HAP declines by 40% from 1734 kbits to 1038 kbits.
Figure 4.5 indicates the run-time of MILP with increasing number of HAPs. We
see that the computation time is closely related to the number of set covers. When
the number of HAPs increases from five to 15, for DBA, both the run-time and
number of set covers show almost linear growth. The run-time and number of set
covers almost triple, from 0.028 to 0.065 second, and from eight to 22 set covers.
The reason is that by using DBA, each sensor node is considered to join a set cover
for |K| times. The number of set covers generated by DBA is therefore increase with
the number of HAPs. However, for MILP and SDBA, they remain stable at 1.25
seconds and 750 set covers, and 0.0055 seconds and 2.5 set covers when the number
of HAPs grows.
This experiment investigates the upload time used by devices. From Figure 4.6,
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(a) Time allocation for MILP
(b) Time allocation for DBA



















































Figure 4.4: Amount of collected data versus number of HAPs.
we see that when there are more HAPs deployed, the upload time of both algorithms
MILP and DBA decreases from around 0.7 seconds to 0.42 seconds. However, the
sampling time shows a different trend. The sampling time of MILP remains around
0.4 seconds. For DBA, when we deploy five to 15 HAPs, the sampling time increases
by 60% from 0.10 seconds to 0.16 seconds.
4.4.3 Number of Intervals
This section investigates whether the number of intervals (|Φ|) used to linearize non-
linear conversion rate of devices has an impact on the amount of data uploaded to
HAPs. The number of HAPs and number of EH devices are fixed to ten. A higher
|Φ| corresponds to better approximation of the non-linear RF energy conversion
process of the Powercast P2110B RF-energy harvester. In particular, a low number
of intervals underestimate the energy conversion rate but improves as we increase
|Φ|. This is validated in Figure 4.7, where the amount of uploaded data grows with
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(a) Run time for MILP
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No. of set covers
(b) Run time for DBA
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No. of set covers
(c) Run time for SDBA





Figure 4.6: Time allocation when the number of HAPs increases.
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Figure 4.7: Amount of collected data versus number of intervals.
the number of intervals. DBA achieves approximately 97% of the uploaded data
computed by MILP, from 7560 to 10600 Kbits. As for SDBA, the amount of data
achieves almost 70% that of MILP.
4.4.4 Large-scale networks
In this section, we fix the number of HAPs to ten and increase the number of EH
devices from 20 to 200 to investigate how DBA performs in large-scale networks.
From Figure 4.8, we see that DBA is able to upload about 42% more data as
compared with SDBA. The amount of uploaded data increases with device numbers.
Specifically, from 20 to 200 EH devices, the amount of data grows almost eight times
from 2.5×105 kbits to 20×105 kbits. By applying SDBA, the amount of data achieves
about 70% that of DBA. Also shown in Figure 4.8 is the result for the case where
the HAP uses a higher transmit power of 3W. In particular, the amount of collected
data improved by almost 50%. This is reasonable because devices are able to receive
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Figure 4.8: Amount of data versus number of EH devices in large-scale networks.
more energy, and thus sample and upload more data.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter outlines solutions that maximize the data uploaded by RF-energy har-
vesting devices that are tasked with monitoring targets. This chapter has outlined
an MILP to size the charging time of HAPs, and the sampling and data upload time
of devices. It also proposed two heuristic algorithms to generate set covers. The
results show that the amount of data collected increases when there are more devices
or deployed HAPs. Moreover, DBA achieves almost 97% of the optimal result.
Thus far, the problem considered in Chapter 3 and 4 assume the HAP has perfect
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battery level information. Moreover, HAPs have non-causal information, meaning
they know future energy arrivals. However, in practice, HAPs and sensor nodes
only have causal information; that is, they know their current and past energy
arrivals information. The next chapter outlines a problem that addresses these
limitations whereby it equips an HAP with learning approaches that allow it to
learn to construct set covers using only causal information and imperfect channel
gain or battery level information.
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Chapter 5
Stochastic Complete Targets Coverage
Thus far, HAP(s) are assumed to have the perfect knowledge of channel state in-
formation or battery level of sensor nodes. However, in practice, it is expensive to
collect this information from all sensor nodes. This also means energy that could
have been used to monitor targets are now spent on communications. Therefore ,this
chapter proposes learning approaches that allow the HAP to construct set covers
based on historical information. These approaches aim to maximize the number of
time slots in which there is complete targets coverage.
This chapter first presents the network model and problem in Section 5.1 and
5.2. Section 5.3 presents three learning solutions based on Thompson sampling or
Gibbs sampling. Their learning ability and performance are shown in Section 5.4.
After that, Section 5.5 concludes this chapter.
5.1 Preliminaries
There is one HAP, a set of devices S = {s1, s2, . . . , s|S|} and a set of targets Z =
{z1, z2, . . . , z|Z|} randomly scattered on an L × L (m2) sensing field. The devices
have a omni-directional sensor with a range of l meters. Let ζ(si, zj) be an indicator
that specifies whether target zj is within the sensing range of device si. Denote




S The set of nodes.
Z The set of targets.
L Side length of the sensing field.
l The sensing range of nodes.
ζ(si, zj) Sensor-target indicator.
S(zj) The set of sensor nodes that are able to
watch target zj.
Z(si) The set of targets monitored by si.
T The set of time slots.
t A time slot.
τ Length of charging phase.
Ct The set of devices activated in slot t.
P̂ The transmit power.
d(si) The distance between si and the HAP.
ht(si) Channel gain of node si in slot t.
d0 The reference distance in channel
model.
K The attenuation at reference distance.
P tR(si) Received power at node si in slot t.
η(P tR(si)) Energy conversion rate at node si in
slot t.
Et(si) Energy harvested by node si in slot t.
δ(si, C
t) Set cover membership indicator.
δ(si, t) Nodes activation success indicator.
Bt(si) Battery level of si in slot t.
m(zj, t) Indicates whether target zj is covered
in slot t.
Γ(t, Ct) Indicates complete targets coverage in
slot t.
π A sequence of |T | set covers to be used.
Table 5.1: Table of notations.
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Z(si) = {z | ζ(si, z) = 1, z ∈ Z} be the set of targets monitored by sensor node si.
Time is discrete with time slots indexed by t ∈ T where T = {1, 2, . . . , T}; each
of which has a duration of one second and has two phases: charging and sensing.
In the charging phase, the HAP first charges all devices for time τ second. In the
sensing phase, the HAP activates a set of devices Ct ⊆ |S| for 1− τ seconds.
The HAP transmits at a fixed transmission power of P̂ . Let d(si) denote the
distance between the HAP and device si. Assume there is block Rayleigh fading
between the HAP and devices, and that the channel gain ht(si) to device si is fixed







where θ is an exponential random variable with mean unity, K is a constant at-
tenuation at reference distance d0, and γ is the path-loss exponent. The HAP has
imperfect channel state information, meaning it only has causal information of the
channel gain to each device; i.e., it knows past channel gain information only.
Each device si has an RF-energy harvester. Let P
t
R(si) = |ht(si)|2P̂ denote the
received power of device si in slot t. The RF-energy harvester of each device has a
conversion efficiency of η(P tR(si)), which is non-linear with respect to the received




0.1, if -8 dBm< P tR(si) <-6 dBm,
0.33, if -6 dB< P tR(si) <-4 dBm,
0.55, if -4 dBm< P tR(si) <2 dBm,
0.65, if 2 dBm< P tR(si) <13 dBm,











During the sensing phase, the HAP activates a set of devices Ct to monitor
targets. Let δ(si, C
t) be a binary variable to indicate whether device si ∈ Ct is
instructed to be active by the HAP in slot t. If δ(si, C
t) = 1, then device si becomes
active in slot t. Let Pm be the energy consumption rate when a device is monitoring
targets. The amount of energy consumed by a device for one sensing phase is
(1 − τ)Pm. Recall that the HAP does not know the energy level of devices after
the charging period. Thus, a device may fail to activate due to insufficient energy.
Define δ(si, t) as an indicator that determines whether device si has sufficient energy
in time slot t. Formally,
δ(si, t) =

1, if (1− τ)Pm ≤ Bt−1(si) + Et(si),
0, Otherwise.
(5.4)
Let Bt(si) denote the battery level of device si at time t; initially, at time t = 0,
assume B0(si) = 0. Therefore, the battery level of device si at the end of time t is,
Bt(si) = B
t−1(si) + E
t(si)− (1− τ)Pmδ(si, Ct)δ(si, t). (5.5)
Define m(zj, t), a binary indicator that represents whether target zj is covered
by a device in time slot t; i.e., mt(zj) returns a value of one when zj is covered by









Given (5.6), in each time slot t, complete targets coverage is achieved if
Γ(t, Ct) =





Let C ⊆ 2S be the collection of set covers. Denote π as the policy used by the
HAP to select a set of devices to monitor targets, where a policy is defined as
π = {C1, C2, . . . , C |T |}, where Ct ∈ C. Define the expected number of time slots in










Here Eπ denotes the expectation when using policy π.
Let Θ be a set of policies. The problem at hand is given a set of devices S and





The main challenge when solving the said problem is that the battery level of devices
is unknown by the HAP. Consequently, complete targets coverage may fail because
the HAP is unable to determine which devices have sufficient energy to be activated
in each time slot t. As an example, let’s say the HAP randomly activates the set
cover Ct = {s1, s2, s3}. However, device s2 may fail to monitor targets due to
insufficient energy level, which results in Γ(t, Ct) = 0. Thus, the HAP needs to





This section now proposes three algorithms that aim to select or form set covers that
maximize the quantity (5.8). Figure 3.2 shows the general process executed by the
HAP. Initially, the HAP picks one solution to select or form set cover. For example,
for the Gibbs based solution, the HAP first generates a collection of set covers C ′
and starts using a random C0 ∈ C ′. At each time t, it samples one set cover Ct
to be used according to the previous active set Ct−1. For TPA, the HAP will first
instruct all sensor nodes to be active in each time slot. At the end of a measurement
period T̂ , all sensor nodes then inform the HAP the number of time slots in which
they have energy to be active. This information is then used by the HAP to form a
set cover. Lastly, for TS based solutions, the HAP maintains a model of the success
probability that a sensor node is able to activate in a time slot. At the end of each
time slot, these solutions determine whether a selected sensor node is successful in
monitoring target(s). This information is then used to update the parameters of the
model, which then helps the HAP selects the next set of nodes.
The next section presents TPA. In Section 5.3.2, it outlines two Thompson Sam-
pling [69] based solutions; namely TS-Random and TS-CB. Lastly, Section 5.3.3
proposes a Gibbs sampling algorithm [70].
5.3.1 Two-Phase Algorithm (TPA)
TPA has two stages: (i) measurement, and (ii) monitor. Briefly, in the measurement
stage, the HAP requests all sensor nodes to be active for T̂ time slots. After that, the
HAP queries each sensor node to determine the number of time slots it successfully
monitors a target. This information is then used by the HAP to construct a set
cover during the monitor stage.
In the measurement stage, namely t ∈ {1, . . . , T̂}, the HAP sets Ct = S. In
words, the set cover of each time slot t consists of all sensor nodes in S. The HAP
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Figure 5.1: A flowchart that shows set cover constructions over time. The function
Gibbs() returns a set cover used by Gibbs sampling. The function TPA() returns a
set cover based on activation probability measured during the measurement stage.
TS() return a set cover based on Thompson sampling.
after receiving a charge. Mathematically,
δ(si, C
t) = 1,∀si ∈ Ct,∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T̂}. (5.10)
At the end of time slot T̂ , each sensor node si calculates how often it was able
to activate successfully over T̂ time slots. This information is then sent to the HAP.
Let α(si) be the number of time slots that node si is able to activate successfully




δ(si, t),∀si ∈ S. (5.11)
Therefore, the activation probability of node si during the measurement stage is
Pr(si) = α(si)/T̂ for each sensor node si in the set S.
During the monitor stage t = {T̂+1, . . . , T}, the HAP forms set covers according
to the activation probability of each sensor node Pr(si). Referring to Algorithm 3,
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in each time slot t, the HAP first initializes the set cover and the set of targets;
see line 11. Lines 12-17 are then executed to pick sensor nodes to cover targets.
Specifically, it randomly selects a target zj. In lines 14, it selects the sensor node
with the highest activation probability in S(zj). After that, it adds s to the set
cover of time slot t; see line 15. After that, it removes all targets covered by sensor
node s from the set Z ′; see line 16. Once Z ′ is empty, meaning Ct provides complete
targets coverage, it is added into π. After T slots, the algorithm returns π. Note
as line-13 selects a random target, the algorithm will also select a random sensor
node with a high probability into the set cover of time t. This ensures a different
set cover is used over time.
Algorithm 3 Monitor stage of TPA.
1: Input
2: S The set of sensor nodes
3: Z The set of targets
4: Pr(si) The activation probability of si
5: Output
6: π The set cover used for each time t
7:
8: π ← ∅
9: for t ∈ {T̂ + 1, . . . , T} do
10: Ct ← ∅
11: Z ′ ← Z
12: while Z ′ 6= ∅ do
13: Pick a random zj ∈ Z ′
14: s← arg maxsi∈S(zj) Pr(si)
15: Ct = Ct ∪ s
16: Z ′ − Z(s)
17: end while
18: π = π ∪ Ct
19: end for
20: Return π
A drawback of TPA solution is that it requires the HAP to first use a measure-
ment stage with T̂ slots. If this stage is short, TPA may have insufficient information
to learn the correct activation probability of each sensor node. This limitation mo-
tivates the use of sampling methods that allow the HAP to learn the best set covers
over time by observing its action over time.
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Figure 5.2: Prior distribution of nodes A, B and C using the Beta distribution.
5.3.2 Thompson Sampling Based Schemes
This section presents two Thompson Sampling (TS) based schemes. It first provides
some background on TS; see [69] for more details. TS is suitable for online decision
problems. It allows an agent to balance the trade-off between exploring the solution
space or exploit an available solution in order to maximize a given reward. As an
example, consider a scenario with three sensors, A, B and C. Assume an agent
wants to determine which of these sensor nodes yield the highest success ratio.
Assume sensor A and B have a success probability of pA = 0.6 over 500 experiments,
pB = 0.6 over ten experiments, and pC = 0.4 over only five experiments. It would
seem reasonable that the agent should choose sensor A and B over C since A and
B have a higher success probability. However, as per Figure5.2, the uncertainty of
C’s success probability level is high. Hence, the HAP needs to further explore the
success probability of sensor C, which may lead to a higher success ratio than both
A and B. An agent using TS takes an action in an online manner, where the agent
has a prior belief over the average reward over each action. After taking an action,
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the agent receives a feedback, and updates its prior belief using Bayes’ rule. An
advantageous way, which simplifies calculation, to model the said belief is to employ
the Beta distribution Beta(α, β), where the shape parameter α and β are updated
according to the success or failure of having undertaken a given action.
Next, we show how TS is applied to select sensor nodes, and how Beta(α, β) is
used and updated by the HAP based on feedback it receives from sensor nodes. The
HAP maintains a TS for each node si in each time slot t. Let the shape parameter of
the Beta distribution corresponding to sensor node si be denoted as α
0(si) = β
0(si).
Initially, we have α0(si) = β
0(si) = 1. After activating sensor node si, the HAP
receives a binary feedback: success (1) or fail (0). The shape parameters of sensor
node si is then updated as follows,
αt(si)←

αt−1(si), if δ(si, C
t) = 0,





βt−1(si), if δ(si, C
t) = 0,
βt−1(si) + (1− δ(si, t)), if δ(si, Ct) = 1.
(5.13)
Suppose that when the HAP activates node si in time t, it succeeds with prob-
ability of xt(si) and fails with probability of 1− xt(si). Mathematically,
Pr(δ(si, t) = 1) = x
t(si). (5.14)
The random variable xt(si) is sampled from the Beta distributionBeta(α
t−1(si), β
t−1(si))









where B(.) is the Beta function,
B(αt(si), βt(si)) =
(αt(si)− 1)!(βt(si)− 1)!
(αt(si) + βt(si)− 1)!
. (5.16)
5.3.2.1 TS-Random
In this TS-based algorithm, in each time t, the HAP randomly determines whether to
include sensor node si into set cover C
t according to xt(si). Referring to Algorithm 4,
in line 9, it initializes π, which contains the set cover constructed for each time t.
Lines 10 to 22 construct a set cover for each time slot t as follows. For each sensor
node si in S, it samples from the Beta distribution of each sensor to determine
its probability of success; line 13. Then this probability is used in the Bernoulli
distribution to determine whether a sensor node should be included in the set cover
of time slot t; line 14. If so, it is included in set cover Ct. Note that TS-Random
does not use targets information when constructing Ct. This may lead to some
targets not being covered by any sensor nodes; this limitation is addressed in the
next TS-based method.
The run-time complexity of TS-Random can be calculated as follows. Lines 10-
22 are run |T | times. Lines 12-20 are executed |S| times, and each sampling step
takes O(|S|). Thus, the run time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(|T ||S|2).
5.3.2.2 TS-CB
This section next proposes a target aware or Cluster Based (CB) algorithm called
TS-CB. Each cluster corresponds to sensor nodes that can monitor a target; i.e.,
each cluster is centered at zj and equals S(zj), where zj ∈ Z. Algorithm 5 details
the steps for TS-CB. In each slot t, the HAP samples a success probability xt(si)
for each node, see lines 12-14. This probability is then used in line 15 to 18 in order
to select the sensor node that should monitor each target. Specifically, in line 16,
for a given target zj, TS-CB selects the sensor node with the highest probability
of success that can monitor target zj. This sensor node is then included in the set
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Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for TS-Random.
1: Input
2: S The set of sensor nodes
3: Z The set of targets
4: αt(si) Success frequency of sensor node si
5: βt(si) Failure frequency of sensor node si
6: Output
7: π The set cover used in each time t
8:
9: π ← ∅
10: for each t ∈ T do
11: Initial Ct = ∅
12: for each si ∈ S do
13: Sample xt(si) ∼ Beta(αt−1(si), βt−1(si))
14: δ(si, C
t) ∼ Bernoulli(xt(si))
15: if δ(si, C
t) = 1 then










cover of time slot t; line 17.
This section concludes with the run time complexity of TS-CB. The iteration
from lines 10-20 runs |T | times. The iteration from lines 12-14 are carried out for
O(|S|2), where the sampling step takes O(|S|). The lines 15-18 take O)(|Z||S|)
times. Hence, the total time complexity is O(|S|2 + |Z||S|).
Algorithm 5 Pseudocode for TS-CB.
1: Input
2: Z The set of targets
3: S(zj) The set of sensor nodes in zj’s cluster
4: αt(si) Success frequency of sensor node
si
5: βt(si) Failure frequency of sensor node
si
6: Output
7: π The set cover for each time slot t
8:
9: π ← ∅
10: for each t ∈ T do
11: Initial Ct = ∅
12: for each si ∈ S do
13: Sample xt(si) ∼ Beta(αt−1(si), βt−1(si))
14: end for
15: for each zj ∈ Z do
16: s← arg max
si∈S(zj)
xt(si)
17: Ct = Ct ∪ s
18: end for
19: π = π ∪ Ct
20: end for
21: Return π
5.3.3 Gibbs Sampling Algorithm
The main limitation of TS-based methods is that they construct set covers dynam-
ically, which may lead to slow convergence. This section outlines a method that
operates directly on a collection of set covers. For example, in Figure 5.3(b), we see
the set covers for the topology shown in Figure 5.3(a). As it will become clear later,
the aim at hand is to identify the set cover that yields the best reward/coverage.
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More specifically, the aim is to identify the Probability Mass Function (PMF) over
these set covers. A HAP can then sample from the PMF for a set cover and apply
it in time slot t. Ideally, the PMF should be centered on the set cover with the best
reward, meaning the HAP will always draw this set cover in each time slot.
Gibbs sampling [70] is used to sample from the said PMF. Gibbs sampling is
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that can be used to generate a
sequence of samples. It is particularly suited for sampling a large set of multivariate
states, even when their joint probability distribution is unknown. As an example,
suppose Pr(x, y) is a PMF over variable x and y, Also assume it is easy to sample
from their conditional distribution Pr(x|y) and Pr(y|x). Then a Gibbs sampler
proceeds as follows: (i) set x and y to some initial value, denoted as x0 and y0, (ii)
sample the next value of x, denoted as x1, from Pr(x1|y0), and (iii) then obtain the
next value of y, denoted as y1, by sampling Pr(y1|x1). The above process can then
be repeated to sample subsequent x and y values.
Recall that the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithm relies on a collection of set
covers. This collection of set covers, denoted as C′, is generated using Algorithm 6.
To construct a set cover, it selects a distinct sensor node for each target in Z. For
example, at line 8, it selects a sensor node that covers target z1. Similarly, at line 9,
a sensor node is selected from the set S(z2). At line 11, given sensor nodes selected
in previous loops, i.e., s1, s2, . . . , s|Z|−1, it then constructs a set cover for each sensor
node in the set S(z|Z|). A set cover is then created for each sensor node in S(Z|Z|−1),
S(Z|Z|−2) and so forth.
The next step is to sample from the collection of set covers C′. In particular,
we need to determine the transition probability between say set cover C ′a to C
′
b.
Referring to Figure 5.3 as an example, assume that we start from the set cover
C ′a = {s3, s2}. First, we would sample from S(A) = {s1, s3}; these are the sensor
nodes that are able to monitor target-A. By following one of two red lines out of
C ′a, it transitions to a set cover where the first sensor node in C
′
a is updated as s1
or s3. In other words, as per the figure, there is a probability of PA of retaining
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(a) Two starred targets and five sensor nodes.
(b) Transitions among six set covers.
Figure 5.3: An example that shows Gibbs sampling five set covers that correspond to
the network shown in (a). The symbol pA, p1, p2 denote the probability of remaining
in a set cover or transitioning to another set cover.
s3, and a probability of 1 − PA of replacing it with s1. Suppose that it goes to set
cover {s1, s2}. The Gibbs sampler then samples a node from S(B) = {s2, s4, s5},
which are sensor nodes that cover target-B. The blue lines out of {s1, s2} indicate all
possible set covers that we can transition to by replacing/retaining s2 with a sensor
node in S(B).
The proposed Gibbs sampling solution prioritizes set covers that provide high
fault tolerance. That is, if a set cover has k sensor nodes that cover each target,
then this set cover can tolerate at least k − 1 sensor node failures. For a given set
cover C, let Φ(zj, C) = {z|z ∈ S(zj) ∩ C} be the sensor nodes watching target zj.
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Algorithm 6 Generating exhaustive set covers.
1: Input
2: Z The set of targets
3: S(zj) Sensor nodes that monitor target zj
4: Output
5: C′ The collection of set covers
6:
7: Initialize C′ ← ∅
8: for s1 ∈ S(z1) do
9: for s2 ∈ S(z2) do
10:
...
11: for s|Z| ∈ S(z|Z|) do
12: C = {s1, s2, . . . , s|Z|}





The reward of a set cover R(C) is defined as the fewest active sensor nodes that




Let C−j be a set that excludes sensor node sj. Define Cŝ,−j as a set cover whereby
sensor node sj in C is replaced by sensor node ŝ. Formally,
Cŝ,−j = {s1, . . . , sj−1, ŝ, sj+1 . . . , s|Z|}. (5.18)
Suppose the current active set cover is C and we are interested in updating the
node that monitors target zj with a new node ŝ. This node is drawn from S(zj).
Let Pr(ŝ|C−j) be the probability that the HAP updates the j-th sensor node to
ŝ ∈ S(zj). Note, the j-th sensor node is responsible for monitoring target zj. This











where κ is a parameter that controls the convergence speed.
To select set covers over time, consider Algorithm 7. Initially, GB starts from a
random set cover C0, see line 9. In lines 12-18, for each target zj ∈ Z, GB uses (5.19)
to determine the probability of all nodes that are able to monitor target zj. This
probability is calculated as per R(Ct−1). In words, a node has a higher probability
if its inclusion leads to a higher R(Ct) value. In line 16-17, GB samples a node
ŝ ∈ S(zj) from the distribution ϕ(zj) to replace the that is monitoring target zj.
After that, it replaces the j-th sensor node in Ct−1 by ŝ.
Algorithm 7 Gibbs sampling based algorithm.
1: Input
2: Z The set of targets
3: S(zj) The set of sensor nodes in zj’s cluster
4: C′ Collection of set covers
5: Output
6: π The set of set covers
7:
8: π ← ∅
9: Select a random C0 ∈ C′
10: for each t ∈ T do
11: Ctemp = C
t−1
12: for each zj ∈ Z do
13: for each s ∈ S(zj) do
14: Calculate Pr(s | C−j) using (5.19)
15: end for
16: Sample ŝ ∼ ϕ(zj)
17: Update the j-th sensor node of Ctemp with ŝ
18: end for
19: Ct = Ctemp
20: π = π ∪ Ct
21: end for
22: Return π
Lastly, Algorithm 7 has a run-time complexity of O(|T ||Z||S|). To see this,
observe that lines 10-21 run for |T | times, lines 12-18 run for |Z| times, and lines




All experiments are conducted using Python running on an Intel Core i7 CPU @3.1
GHz with 8 GB RAM laptop. Sensor nodes and targets are randomly scattered on a
50×50 m2 area and deploy the HAP at the center of the area. The HAP is equipped
with a 915 MHz Powercast transmitter [55], which has a transmit power of 3 Watts.
The energy consumption rate of sensor nodes is based on the data-sheet of TelosB;
i.e., 5.4 mW when active. They can sample targets within 20 meters. The received
power at a reference distance of one meter is 7 dBm and the path loss exponent is
two.
The first experiment investigates the number and ratio of complete coverage time
slots over T = 1000 slots. In addition, it aims to determine the impact of charging
phase length τ and number of targets Z. The results are an average of 100 runs,
each with a random topology. After that, experiments are carried out to examine
the active sensor nodes to be used by TS-CB in large-scale networks.
5.4.1 Coverage performance over time
This experiment studies how the coverage performance changes over time. There
are 20 sensor nodes and 10 targets. The value of T̂ is 100. Figure 5.4 shows the
coverage performance when the charging phase is fixed to 0.5 second. Referring to
Figure 5.4a, the number of complete coverage slots increases with the total number
of time slots. For TS-CB, the number of time slots with complete coverage increases
by 49 when there are 100 additional time slots. Compared with TS-Random, TS-CB
improves coverage performance by almost 80%. TS-Random and GB show similar
performance, which is 75% of TS-CB.
Figure 5.4b shows the ratio of slots with complete targets coverage. The ratio
increases dramatically during the first 50 slots, and then grows slowly to reach a
steady state. Initially, devices have a low energy level and are likely to fail due
to insufficient energy. Consequently, GB performs best during the first 100 slots
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because it uses set covers with a high tolerance for node failures. TPA has the worst
performance, which is only 50% that of GB during the first 50 slots. The reason is
that TPA uses set covers where each target is monitored by one node. Therefore, the
set cover used by TPA has little redundancy and cannot tolerate node failures. Also,
in the first 100 slots, the ratio of complete coverage slots computed by TS-Random
and TS-CB is lower than that of GB because they have not accumulated sufficient
samples to determine the correct shape parameter values of the Beta distribution
used by the HAP to pick sensor nodes. However, at t = 1000, the percentage of
complete coverage slots achieved by TS-CB reaches up to almost 50%, as compared
to only 35% for GB.
Comparing Figure 5.4 and 5.5, we see that when the charging time varies from 0.5
to 0.8 seconds, the number or ratio of complete coverage slots doubles. Figure 5.5b
shows that GB performs best initially during the first 100 slots. For example, the
complete coverage ratio of GB reaches 0.33 times higher than TS-Random and TS-
CB when t = 10. When t = 1000, the performance of TS-Random, TS-CB, and GB
becomes similar, which is approximate 1.25 times that of TPA.
5.4.2 Charging phase length
In this section, the number of time slots is fixed to 500, and vary the charging
time τ of each time slot from 0.1 to 0.9. The value of T̂ is 50. From Figure 5.6a,
the number of complete coverage slots increases with charging time. The reason is
because when sensor nodes have a higher amount of energy, they are more likely
to activate successfully. TS-CB provides 45% more complete coverage slots than
those provided by TS-Random. In addition, we see that the number of complete
coverage slots of GB grows faster than other algorithms. It surpasses TS-CB when
the charging time is greater than 0.8 seconds. Figure 5.6b shows that the complete
coverage time length reaches 120 seconds using a charging time of 0.6 or 0.7 seconds.
TS-Random and GB provide similar complete coverage time in general over varying
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(a) Number of slots with complete coverage over time.



















































(b) Percentage of complete coverage slots versus time.
Figure 5.4: Coverage performance over time when τ = 0.5.
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(a) Number of complete time slots over time






















































(b) Percentage of complete coverage slots versus time
Figure 5.5: Coverage performance over time when τ = 0.8.
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charging time. To be more specific, when the charging time and success probability
is low, TS-Random performs better than GB. The number of complete coverage slots
and time length computed by TS-Random is 30% higher than that of GB when the
charging time is 0.3 second per slot. The reason is that TS methods exploit sensor
nodes with a high success rate over time. However, when the charging time is higher
than τ = 0.45 seconds, GB performs better than TS-Random because it activates
set covers that can tolerate failed sensor nodes. The failure probability of sensor
nodes is low because devices are able to harvest more energy and also they expend
less energy due to the corresponding shorter sensing phase; i.e., (1− τ).
5.4.3 Impact of target density
This experiment varies the number of targets from two to 20. The number of time
slots is fixed to T = 500 and charging time is 0.5 seconds. Set T̂ to 50 for TPA. From
Figure 5.7, the number and ratio of complete coverage slots decrease when there are
more deployed targets. The gap between TS-CB and other algorithms becomes
bigger with more targets. The number of complete coverage slots computed by TS-
CB is 1.14 times as TPA when there are two targets. When there are 20 targets,
TS-CB yields 2.4 times more slots with complete targets coverage.
5.4.4 TS-CB in large-scale networks
The above results show that TS-CB achieves better performance that other algo-
rithms in general. This section examines TS-CB in large-scale networks with 200
sensor nodes, 50 targets in a 100 × 100 m2 field over 1000 time slots. Note, GB is
not considered here because it requires an exhaustive collection of set covers, which
becomes intractable to compute in large-scale networks. Referring to Figure 5.8,
the HAP, targets and sensor nodes are denoted as a blue star, triangles and circles.
Comparing Figure 5.8b and 5.8a, we see that TS-CB explores new sensor nodes.
From Figure 5.8c and 5.8d, we see that in later time slots, namely t = 500 and
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(a) Number of complete coverage time slots versus charging phase time length.
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(b) Complete coverage time length versus charging phase time length.
Figure 5.6: The impact of charging phase length.
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Figure 5.7: Impact of target density.
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t = 1000, TS-CB converges to sensor nodes that are close to the HAP; i.e., these
sensor nodes are activated more frequently because they have more energy.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has studied a novel stochastic coverage problem that aims to maximize
the expected time where there is complete targets coverage. To date, there are no
prior works that have considered using learning approaches to construct set covers.
This chapter has outlined two learning approaches, namely TS-CB and GB, to
construct the said set covers. The simulation results show that TS-CB can lead to
longer coverage times when compared to a TPA solution. As for GB, the results













Figure 5.8: TS-CB decision making over 1000 slots. The HAP is indicated by a star.
The size of a circle indicates how often a sensor node is activated, where a larger
circle indicates that the HAP selects the corresponding sensor node to be in a set




This thesis has investigated numerous approaches involving the use of energy har-
vesting nodes to improve coverage performance in IoTs networks. The considered
problems are significant as future IoTs networks will be used to monitor critical
infrastructures, e.g., a bridge, or to revolutionize the operation of various industries.
In this respect, this thesis considers using one or more HAPs to deliver energy to
low-power RF-energy harvesting devices, and also the problem of constructing set
covers based on the energy level of sensor devices. The main issues/challenges con-
sidered include spatio-temporal energy arrivals at sensor nodes and HAPs, and time
varying channel conditions to each sensor node. In addition, it considers set covers
construction using perfect and imperfect battery level information. This is signifi-
cant because if a sensor node has insufficient energy for a given active duration, then
there will be coverage outage. Moreover, it is important to strategically select sensor
nodes that monitor targets and those that are placed into sleep model. Doing so
allows some sensor nodes to save their energy, and helps prolong coverage lifetime.
Lastly, unlike past works on complete targets coverage, this thesis considers sam-
pling. That is, the amount of data to be uploaded by sensor nodes is proportional
to their harvested energy, sampling time, and data upload time.
To this end, this thesis shows how a HAP is able to size the time/duration
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used in the following phases: (i) energy harvesting, (ii) sampling, and (iii) data
transmissions. In particular, the aim of Chapter 3 is to maximize the number of
samples collected by a HAP by optimizing the time allocated to the said phases. To
do this, Chapter 3 outlines a LP that is run by the HAP. The results show that the
HAP collects a larger amount of data using a shorter charging period when there
are a large number of sensor nodes. Also, the results also show that a similar results
can be attained if the HAP uses a high transmit power. Another issue addressed in
Chapter 3 is to generate a subset of set covers to be used by the LP in large problem
instances. The number of samples collected by the HAP if it runs the proposed
heuristic, namely PickN, is within 80% of the optimal amount.
Another research question is improving energy delivery, and considering solar-
powered HAPs. This question is significant as network operators are interested in
running their network using renewable energy sources in order to save operational
cost. To this end, Chapter 4 considers the energy arrivals at HAPs. The problem
of interest is to optimize the transmit power of HAPs when charging sensor nodes.
Similar to Chapter 2, the aim is to maximize the total amount of samples uploaded
to HAPs. Chapter 4 outlines an MILP to size the charging time of HAPs, and
the sampling and data upload time of devices. It also contains two heuristic algo-
rithms to generate set covers. The results show that the amount of data collected
increases when there are more devices or deployed HAPs. Moreover, the heuristic
DBA achieves almost 97% of the optimal result.
Lastly, this thesis considers the problem of constructing set covers using imperfect
battery level information. This problem is significant as any developed solutions do
not require a HAP to poll sensor nodes for their battery level information or require
channel gain information. To this end, Chapter 5 outlines a novel stochastic coverage
problem that aims to maximize the expected time where there is complete targets
coverage. It outlines two learning approaches, namely TS-CB and GB, to construct
set covers over time. The simulation results show that the proposed Thompson
Sampling based solution called TS-CB leads to long coverage times. As for the
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proposed Gibbs sampling based solution, the results show it has better performance
than TS-CB initially but converges to the performance of TS-CB over time.
There are a number of future works. First, it is interesting to consider mobile
targets and random channel gains. In this new setting, the objective is to maximize
the expected number of samples collected by one or more HAPs. A key issue is that
targets may be outside the range of active sensor nodes, and thereby, reducing the
number of collected samples. Another research direction is to develop approximation
algorithms for our problems. Lastly, machine learning techniques are now becoming
popular. For example, devices could use reinforcement learning, either single or
multiple agents, to decide whether to be active. A challenging issue is supplying
energy to devices during the learning process.
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